The Other Press, September 6, 1995 by unknown
fl 
He's been •any t.hints t.o •any people: 
inst.ruct.or, collete president., plu•ber, husband, 
ather, son, holy 1host.. Cont.rary t.o popular belief, t.ho;. 
he has never been a s•all Scandinavian count.ry 
on t.he vert• of nuclear power ••• 
So, the summer is over, and you've saved all your 
pennies so you can come back to the wonderful 
world of higher learning. From the tribe down at 
the OP, welcome! <yawn> 
The start of another school year is the end of an 
epoch for Douglas College. The president of our 
fine Mother Douglas, Bill Day has strut and fret 
(mostly stryt) upon this stage for nigh on 25 years. 
Now this school, this institution, this jewel, Douglas 
College bids its sweet Prince Bill adieu. (Not that 
we know what a dieu is, but we wish him one 
anyway ... ) 
But our hero doesn't go gently into that good 
night. Nope nosireee bob no way no how no way 
nuh huh. Not if we have anything to say about it, 
and it just so happens we do. 
In this, the final issue of the Other Press to deal 
with Mr. Day, we take the liberty of having some 
fun with the guy. We would like to say that it is with 
the utmost respect that we take these final pokes at 
Bill. On numerous occasions Bill Day has gone to 
bat for the OP, and has always been supportive of 
creative eccentrics like us. And for all you've done 
Mr. Day, thanks! 
For every ending there is a beginning. and so 
now we begin with our first issue of the new year. 
septemher,6, 9S 
The Other Press is Douglas College's "auton01kus ncwpapcr," which is Latin 
for, "heavily anncd, usually drunk, and able tqlcap tall technological problems with 
a single Mac." We've been kicked around tl:J9 · Q9l,lgl3l!~,jl.lnpi by s~~~~ts, staff, and 
faculty alike since 1976. Coincidentally, thcrq is a pcnieill~~J::Xpcttfu"artt:which also 
started in 1976, in the OP office. We, the colldctive, ~ima ll9 a ldt;oflhings, but the 
first and foremost is "put out a kickass pape~"{rhc q.~ is ~. {u.•.· ll-. ..· .. ·member of 
Canadian University ~~<:'s·5~UP_a_s we like t1eap it,_}Sf snj.&ll b •. , .f#!fdcnts who 
ensure that all C~ql'*tttnwcrstttcs arc laurtdtrcd liid:!>~ r · , heavy on 
the_ starch) TJ~o'Og!J!;tq~~~~;pgs, but wh~~9~~;j~racist, sexist, _homophobic, 
or m any~w.ayttp~ejftt)~~f ~lc.J~'1~b0Ug1h>'!Jonday mommgs, some of 
us takql!_ul~nt . 3h~u~~-1fud"l9h\Jntmg \4( tgnoranVtednccks ... ) If you don't feel 
wc'rc. }jW. •~tg ~ . tot~.· "" "rul. ~[m.• ......  · ·.~ o. the~ .. · .f'.· pcc.·ta.t~f you may have (just remem-
ber, we'cetfa.rcly --um,~n;_~~manover h«e, okay?), please let us know. Of 
course, ~daiS~) rt).'c. to knowt w~~rve ~~~~If of delight every time you think 
abo ,itt m • . ~n:Yw~r~ read the dam tl\i~iid If you can't read, let us know and we'll 
h<>?. ~ ~·u.· ~'\\'- h .our n~w suposJ10·"·· ,tonnt<ff .• the Other Press. (People have been 
su~ecting we try 1hat wtth the p~lffor ycfl.) 
Sarah Bird, 
Zan'~, f/O#Iyf(fyEIS, C,,.t,otte.HOJSI}J,eter T. Chattaway, 
PaiJri<Eim& minstrels in drag 
oet:rch~ihfiMI'1tuhdriEtd tc,ma•tc.il&. Jlamll!fina and gunshot wounds ... 
advertising & aC(:ourltim:J,..jQI)n 
production 
editorial resource -
If you're interested in helping wW!f'11lltfit~t­
heartily encourage you to come 
525-3542. It's the right 
this publication, we 
office, or phone 
your souL 
Banners Banned. 
A letter to the Editor 
Re: Policy concerning signage in the 
concourse. 
Policy just recently passed by the 
management committee last Winter 
semester states no signage unless 
otherwise approved by management 
committee may be posted any longer 
than a two week period per semester. 
This policy affects you, your 
accessibility & acceptability as 
students & faculty of Douglas College. 
As a lesbian student at Douglas 
Collage I am writing to express my 
anger at the management committee 
and the lack of response of a few 
executives of the SS. Two groups of 
highly paid people who have 
otherwise hired or elected to protect 
our rU:ht to a safe education at 
Douglas College. 
This policy affects two banners in 
particular Safe Walk program 
volunteer ad banner and the Lesbian, 
Gay, Bisexual collective banner. 
Safe Walk & LGBC are two 
crucial arms of the SS integral to the 
commitment of personal safety of all 
at De. 
The Safer campus committee has 
passed a motion to apply to Victoria 
for $25,00 grant to build the much 
needed kiosk for the Safe Walk 
program. Safer Campus has received 
the money and has positive feedback. 
This leaves the collective in a very 
precarious position as the continuity 
and safety of the collective is now 
greatly jeopardized. Whether gay 
lesbian heterosexual or bisexual you 
can access the collective for support in 
you coming out experience support of 
being a queer student support in 
dealing with the trauma of watching 
your friend accept their difficult 
sexuality issues or accessing 
information concerning homophobia, 
hetrosexism related papers or Gay 
Lesbian Bi groups. 
With no safe space except for 
classrooms that constantly change, our 
phone number is an only connection to 
other groups and one another. (The 
concourse is a high traffic area of DC 
often the only space where students are 
not running through to get another 
class or the one your going to be late 
for.) Posting signs on bulletin boards is 
not going to reach enough possible 
suicidal homosexuals. 
Signed angry student 
Aww, Shucks. 
You're making us 
blush 
To the Other Press Members (no pun 
intended): 
In the May '95 issue, there were a 
couple of letters that shocked me, 
namely the oe that addressed your RAC-
ISM Issue. The letter-writers I am 
reffering to basically thought you Pers 
were sleazy, irresponsible and insensi-
. tive. Quelle surprise! The cover was 
sensational! It achieved its purpose - to 
attract readers. It got everyone seething 
with anger or very happy that someone 
shared their racist views. It got people 
reading. I do not think you OPers are 
sleazy (profanity in type is a tad strange 
but... hey! I can accept it) or destined to 
be "columnist[s] for anything else ex-
cept for the National Enquirer". Y'all 
are not responsible. If you were, you 
would not have bothered to address this 
serious and age-old problem. Most of 
alL you are not- insensitive. You OPers 
presented your case with a bang that 
created a great deal of controversy but 
the articles cleared that up. 
I am, you could say, a Person of Col-
···~··"., '· 19t5 
ain't my 
fifteen 
minutes 
.. Please 
our. I have experenced A LOT of rac-
ism in the course of my 18 years. Rac-
ism is hurtful, ignorant and unneces-
sary. I find it hard to believe that peo-
ple will hold pigmentation of my skin 
against me and considerme less Cana-
dian than themselves (although I was 
born here) because of that I am he sae 
as anyone else: Asian, East Indian, Na-
tive Indian, English, Samoan, German, 
Australian, Aboriginal, African or oth-
erwise ... I have a four-chambered heart, 
a spleen and free radicals coursing 
through my blood jus like everyone 
else! 
I am very glad the OP addressed the 
issue the wa it did. It was provacative, 
innovative and controversiaL That is 
what makes a readable, intresting pa-
per. 
And your QUEER Issue was a good 
one, too. That is another issue that the 
OP (once again) successfully covered. 
Just because one prefers a partner of 
the same gender does not mean one is 
a deviant or a mutant human being. No 
one should have to hide their homo-
sexuality or heterosexuality. It is not 
disgusting. Homosexuals are not 
pedophiles, zoopiles or into bestiality 
=>no more than hetrosexuals are any-
way. Love is love, great sex is great sex. 
It is as simple as that People should 
give up their puerile notions that GAY-
NESS is wrong. It is not; it is perfectly 
normaL If you are gay and you are hav-
ing trouble coming out, as NIKE says 
"JUST DO IT!" Those who leave you 
are not worth crying over. You are a 
wonderful, loving being who just hap-
pens to love people of the same sex. 
So? Go for it! 
And that is that 
Thanks for printing this, 
N.D. G. 
No Problem, N. 
And if you wanna see you're name 
in print, Write US! 
I 
.. 
... 
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New president promises new approach to old problems 
"Visionary" new president strives to bring people into "late 20th Century" 
by Paul Andrew 
A flurry of activity last spring 
ended a long, drawn out process to 
appoint a new president for Doug-
las College. Dr. Susan Hunter-
Harvey will be replacing the retir-
ing Bill Day, who has been the 
president of DC for the last twenty 
years . 
Hunter-Harvey; who hails 
from Brandon University in Mani-
possible cuts" in government sub- out and working with business and 
sidies. "1 think it's important for labor on their training and re-train-
people throughout the organization ing needs." Hunter-Harvey also 
to feel comfortable to take chances hinted of the possibility she may in-
and make some decisions," troduce new programs at the col-
Hunter said, alluding to the idea of lege to accommodate isolated 
accepting suggestions from others specialty skills. "In the future, we 
who may have alternative strategies must strengthen our academic pro-
for problems facing post secondary grams as well as examining oppor-
education. "I'm a firm believer in tunities for additional short-term 
the consultative process," she ex- programs ... the economy is shifting 
plained. "I don 't just want to ere- so quickly that these kinds of ex-
toba, was one of four final candi- ate an illusion of democracy ... at the ternal ties are crucial." 
dates required to present a five year same time, a good manager must Hunter-Harvey also empha-
plan to the Board of Directors and also be able to know when enough sizes that the "centrality of the 
selected members of the college information is available and closure learner comes first." To that end, 
community to successfully achieve is necessary." she plans on upgrading the current 
a bid for the presidential post of this If you ever wondered exactly computer system to "enhance the 
college. At the time of her presen- what kinds of qualifications are ability to acquire technical exper-
tation last spring, Hunter-Harvey needed to become the president of tise." 
promised to fight budget cuts in a college, start with a Ph. D in Po- "I see a real need to bring pea-
transfer payments to post-second- litical Science. Hunter- Harvey also pie into the late 20th century and 
ary education, and if required, specializes in psycholinguistics, provide more computers for faculty 
travel to Victoria to confront gov- and was a sociology professor at and staff," she continued. Hope-
ernment officials responsible for Ryerson Polytechnical University fully, that will also mean an im- Dr. Susan Harvey-Hunter, new president of Douglas College 
college and university funding. before becoming vice-president of provement to the computer labs 
3 
When Hunter-Harvey was asked academics and research at Brandon. available to all students on campus. plication and be distinctive," she president as "a dynamic and articu-
how she would handle a major cut Throw in the current post of Presi- The new president of Douglas said. "One of the real challenges for late person who is passionate about 
in educational subsidies, she an- dent of the Western Universities College also has a specific future us is to determine our niche. We students needs." 
swered by saying she would "con- Telecourse Consortium, and you've in mind regarding community in- must look at exactly how Douglas Hunter-Harvey is trying to ad-
front the Ministry responsible in got what it take to handle the re- volvement. While other commu- College should be positioned and just from the frozen tundra of Win-
Victoria first, rather than being pas-
sive," and simply dealing with the 
problem at the local level here at 
DC. Indeed, the new president 
gives the impression of a leader 
willing to fight for a worthy cause. 
In a recent interview with the 
Public Information Office of Doug-
las College, Hunter mentioned she 
will have a "strategy to deal with 
sponsibilities of a college president. 
The new college president also 
plans to utilize the open-admission 
policy here at Douglas by encour-
aging the business and labor sector 
to obtain or upgrade technological 
skills able to prepare them for the 
computer age. ''The president must 
play a crucial external role in terms 
of forging partnerships, by going 
nity colleges are striving to achieve review our distinctive competen- nipeg to the pleasant climate here 
university-type programming in or- cies." on the West Coast, while trying to 
der to provide degree-granting sta- Retiring president Bill Day keep up with a hectic schedule of 
tus, she discussed the role Douglas say he is "delighted with the ap- events designed to familiarize her 
will play as a part of the broad se- pointment of Hunter Harvey," and with the college community here in 
lection of post-secondary institu- College Board chairperson Karen BC. Expect to see her officially be-
lions in the Lower Mainland. Henderson, who participated in the gin her duties as president on Sep-
"The educational sector must selection process, describes the new tember 15. 
create partnerships, look at where 
an institution fits in, and avoid du-
William Lindemere Day-
College President·, retired. 
The end of an era 
by Joyce Robinson 
William Lindemere Day 
will retire after twenty-five years at 
Douglas College. The existence 
awaiting him includes research 
with the UBC Faculty of Education 
Policy Studies Centre -he's almost 
finished a doctorate- acquiring a pi-
lot's license, buying an ultralight, 
and learning to play the banjo. 
May 5th was Day's public 
farewell, but he steps down as 
President in August. Day says "the 
big challenge for me is to learn how 
to deal with life when the college 
no longer dominates it. That will 
take some getting used to." How-
ever, "it will feel great being able 
to take off on a motorcycle trip and 
decide when I want to come back. 
On the other hand, I already have 
so much stuff lined up that I'll still 
be on a schedule, but self-im-
to his biography. 
Looking back at his life at 
Douglas, Day sees that" ... now we 
are vastly more competent as an or-
ganization. Back when we started, 
few people really knew what they 
were doing. We were all drawn 
from different environments and 
were mushed together to create this 
new institution. There was little 
sense of solidity, and today there 
is lots of that." 
"Now we are a mature or-
ganization and we do a much bet-
ter job for students," he continued. 
Day occupied various po-
sitions until becoming President of 
the college in April of 1981. From 
1970-75 he was the Dean of Con-
tinuing Education. 1975-78 Dean of 
Curriculum, then the Principal of 
the New Westminster Campus from 
1978 until 1981. 
ciation, New Delhi, dated 1967. 
Unfortunatley none of his work 
could be found in the Douglas Col-
lege Library. 
Acording to a May 1995 
newsletter about Day "he's not easy 
to categorize. Some of us know Bill 
as a serious, well-dressed spokes-
person for the College. Others have 
also seen the fun side -the guy who 
comes to work in leathers and biker 
boots, and bowls his helmet down 
the empty halls." 
posed." He has also taught high Asserting that "these are the 
Born June 24, 1933, Day's school in Maple Ridge and Good Old Days" Day reminds us 
life was not restricted to Canada. 
He has been to California, Jaipur 
and Bangalore, India, Sri Lanka, 
Mexico City, Mexico, Paris, 
France, Beijing, China, and Porto, 
Portugal, just to name some places 
he has been for symposiums, con-
ferences, and as a member of a 
committee or delegation, according 
Quesnel, and has been the Director 
of Adult Education for School Dis-
tricts #42(Maple Ridge) and 
#36(Surrey). 
Day has written or co-
authored eight publications, includ-
ing Techniques of Literacy Instruc-
tion - The One Teacher Village , for 
the Indian Adult Education Asso-
that "there is an easy slide to Hell 
by mistaking full classrooms for 
success Oli value. We can lose track 
of how learners are doing, why they 
are here, and what they do with what 
they learn here. It is very impor-
tant to create opportunities for stu-
dent success and work it through 
together." 
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Raging Against the Machine 
By Molly Chai 
It's been said, "The early bird 
catches the worm," but apparently 
this doesn ' t apply to registration 
appointment times. 
Having an early date is a much 
sought after thing but nowadays it 
doesn't seem to matter. Hopefully 
in the near future, this will all 
change for the better. 
I l_uld what many people told 
me an early registration date. 
"July 21 ? .. . that 's one of the 
best dates you can gt for a new in-
coming high school student." 
r agreed with this person too. 
initial procedures. Everything was 
going smoothly until the telephone 
registration system hung up on me!! 
I let out a cry, this time of fury! 
I sighed deeply and began this 
laborious process again. Another 20 
minutes of sand slipped through my 
hourglass. When I heard the divine 
tones of ringing , r excitedly 
shrieked again . Trembling , I 
punched in the CRN for Bio II 0 
(sec 4 ). Instead of being accepted, 
I heard a male say, his voice devoid 
of emotion, "This section is full!" 
I could sca:cely believe what 
I was hearing! Full? Already? It 
were harvested. Even at night, the 
unfeeling monotonic monologue of 
the man haunted me in my sleep. 
Sick with worry, I wondered 
how I would ever major in biology 
without having Bio II 0 in the first 
semester. How was I going to co-
ordinate my schedule around this 
unforeseeable pitfall? Well , after 
careful analyzing and juggling, I 
was finally able to make room for 
Bio 110 in the next semester. 
However, this would be my 
last resort if I wasn't able to be 
blessed with Bio 110. I'm still go-
ing to try and conquer the infuriat-
Until my registration nightmare 
began. 
wasn't fair! I quickly backtracked ing telephone registration system. 
through the system and hoped My telephone which was once my 
Being a novice to this system, against hope that there would be an loyal companion has become my 
I freqently took deep breaths to ease opening for me. Lady Luck wasn't enemy. 
the butterflies in my stomach. I feeling generous, and the An idea to improve the regis-
optimistically started keying in the coldhearted man mockingly said, tration process would be to set up a 
telephone number right when the 'All sections of this cours are full!" large number of computer terrni-
clock struck eleven. However, I I roared with anger and nals . People ~ould still be ap-
was appalled to hear the angry pounded my fists on my desk. Wild pointed registration times, so that 
buzzing of the busy signal. with fury, I began to rant at the tel- they could easily go and type in the 
Trying to be cheerful, I ephone, only to realize that this classes they wished. 
faithfuly carried out this tiresome piece of plastic wouldn't be able to I think this idea would run 
process but to no avail. I sat there 
with the phone receiver pressed to 
my ear for half an hour. What hap-
give me Bio 110. 
I dejectedly hung up the phone 
and speed dialed the Helpline's 
pened to my appointment time? number. Putting on the saddest 
Was I doomed to manually keep voice imaginable, I tried pleading 
dialing the nasty numbers of 280- my case to her. The advisor also had 
1002?? no heart and simply told me to 
Finally after forty minutes of 
the line being engaged, I was finally 
let through! I let out a big whoop 
of joy and quickly went through the 
to 
the 
"Keep Trying!" 
For days and nights onwards, 
I manically but dutifully dialed the 
registration system but no rewards 
We want you.r ... 
Stories 
Articles 
Poetry 
Artwork 
OP-inions Ideas 
and Company! 
much more efficiently then trying 
to punch in the desired courses on 
the tiny buttons of the telephone. 
At press time, Molly 
still had not got into Bio 
110. She hopes against 
hope that she won ~ have 
to relive this aggravating 
nightmare next semester. 
Little does she know. .. 
come see us in room 10201 
,. . ..... . .... 
Newsecurfl¥ for new school year 
Experienced security finn replaces old 
by Paul Andrew 
"'Campus security will have a new face this year after a request 
for more money by Barnes Security was rejected," says Terry Leonard, 
head of ,Facilities and Setvices here at the New West Campus. 
"They were asking for a 16 or 17 per cent budget increase, and 
we could not accommodate that, so we put the catnpus security con-
tract out for tender," Leonard said. 
Even though Barnes knew what the contract was worth, they 
reapplied anyway, making one wonder why they wanted more money 
in the first place. Barnes was prepared to accept a contract that was 
identical to the one they were not happy with. 
''The new security on campus, Paladin Security, is a specialized 
company th~t caters ~o a post-secondary type a~r?osphere. rc~?iring 
more than just walkmg the hallways and lookmg offictal, says 
Leonard. "The type of security we need for this building requires a 
certain amount of experience in places that require more than just 
seeing security people are bere." 
A number of incidents last spring put tbe spotlight on campus 
security. In particular, a flashing incident was reported by a college 
employee when she was confronted by a male, who was not a student 
at the college, as he committed an indecent act of exposure. Another 
situation, which took place at a 'Surf Club' pub night, involved a 
group of students badgering openly gay members of the LGBC club 
to a point of threatening violence. Although campus security did not 
respond well in either event, Leonard said that was not the reason for 
the change in security. ''No, that has nothing to do with it," Leonard 
continued. "The change in security was contractual dispute, we just 
couldn'tafford to meet the demands of the old security finn." 
This may not have been the best time to t:nake a change in col-
lege security either. The new campus at Pinetree Center in CoquiUam 
wiU also need a security force of their own on~ the building is com-
pleted, and Leonard said he would've like to have waited until the 
next school year to sigo on new security, therefore making a compre-
hensive change to the entire system. 
Even though there will be professional, well trained security staff-
ing the concourse and other areas of the college, gone will be the 
familia(f'ace of Sail Ram, the bead of security fqr the outgoing firm. 
Ram's ~~ling face, along with her b,elpt):il a~~de apd consistent 
pres~ ~on campus, was s6metbing of a r~tiiq.' here iltDC (or the 
laatfivey~. Md des_pite the odd incident.wiUtOPstaffer's request-
ing all;. night access to get the paper- ou.t O!J #me, Ram was pleasant 
and easy to deal with, Let's hope the. new sgttf takes the saT® ap-
proach tQ- sec.urity here at DC. ·· 
No sign.ifieant ;uhendment& in P9licy 'Viii QC(lur with the chang~ 
ing o(lh~ guiitd.. How~ver, Pat"()lomass~ ofFacilitie$ an<i Services, 
advises students to have their ID available~ the off-chance the new 
security deciding to confirm you status as a studint ufDouglas Col~ 
lege. Otherwise, returning students can take comfort in knowing there 
will still be a security officer in place at the. office in the concourse 
near the main college entrance during re~ .. ~qool bOut'S. 
••. ., •••• )\:::!( ••• . >•· •\);;· (;::·· .·. ••• ,., •• 
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Too much of a good thing is not a bad thing 
theirfacilitiestoofferbutalsoTara and Julia Chen from China who Women'S Volleyball Sheryl Murphy. Hello again 
by Elaine Leong Smetny, a new golf coach to help won the women's single category Stephanie Perko, Amy Kanakos 
form DC's first-ever women's golf in national competition two years DC's volleyball teams will be and Lynda Quan. These players and 
Top flight athletes of past and team. She's been a pro at the in a row, as well as New Westmin- facing a change in the system in others such as Michelle Tobin, 
present Douglas College seasons Westwood Academy and is now ster's Rachel Shiu who competed addition to the new members try- Suzanne Muldoon and Lindsay 
share a good thing: the athletics looking to share her expertise with in the women's doubles category. ing out in the fall. The BCCAA Vanstone made up the close knit 
coaches gearing up for every any new golfing prospects. Women In the past five years, DC has league has changed the competition women's volleyball team of last 
upcoming season. are needed urgently for the team. been extremely competitive in the so that there will be two tiers in the year and are coming back for an-
Douglas College's varsity pro- Please give Gert Van Niekerk a call BCCAA tournaments attaining the league. This decision was made other competitive year. After reign-
grams offer opportunities for stu- if you are interested: 527-5042. gold, silver and bronze medals in upon the wishes of the post-second- ing as the 94-95 BCCAA Provin-
dents .w strive for success in ath- Badminton various categories. ary institutions. One tier will focus cia! Champions, the women's vol-
Jetics. Competition is tough in the In the 94-95 season, DC had on play in a tournament format Jeyball team hold the task ofretain-
BCCAA (British Columbia Col- After having the Canadian attained the second place in the similar to that of the badminton ing their standing. 
leges Athletic Association) and na- Open Badminton tournament province. In the two seasons previ- league. Meanwhile the other tier in "We have a tall team this year 
tiona! competition comes through hosted in the Lower Mainland just ous to that, DC had won the pro- which both DC teams have been with three girls over 6, I"," says 
the CCAA (Canadian College's a month ago, the popularity of bad- vincial tournaments. DC's calibre placed, the teams will face each head coach Dave Dalcanale. 
Athletics Association). minton is surely on the rise. of players were high enough to send competitor once each semester with "We're always expecting to do 
Every athlete who partici- DC has always attracted some four athletes out of five to repre- the top four teams competing in the well. It's just a matter of gelling." 
pates, strives and competes shares of the best the province has to of- sent BC at the national CCAA tour- BCCAA provincial championship In this tier, the stronger com-
the thrill, good feelings and benefits fer, including Sian Deng, who nament. tournament. petition will be present and a lot of 
of athletics. Here's a look at a few competed in the Canadian Open Goodbye Sasha Klunder and the weaker opponents are weeded 
of the teams. 
Men's Golf 
Coach Gert Van Niekerk is 
smiling at the prospect of the 
upcoming year with DC's men's 
golf team. In the past four years, 
the DC Royals have earned four 
consecutive BCCAA golf champi-
onships. This year will be no ex-
ception. The aim is to dominate the 
golf course as in the previous years 
Golf never stopped during the 
year. Van Niekerk has been outre-
cruiting the high school prospects 
last June 95. Since then some of the 
players have been practicing 1-2 
times a week. This opportunity al-
lows for the players to get ac-, 
quainted with each other and al-
lows time to gel. 
During the fall semester, the 
team will participate in various 
weekend tournaments starting Sep-
tember 16 and on through to mid-
November. There will be four 36-
hole tournaments and one 54-hole 
tournament. 
But the action does not stop 
after November, Van Niekerk has 
several matches and tournaments 
lined up, for the 95-96 DC team, 
with US competition like Skajit 
Valley, Bellevue and Edmonds . 
Also the team will tour Southwest 
Washington and the BC Interior. 
During this time, the players will 
be developing their skills and their 
overall game. 
In the spring, fundraising will 
take place with things like: drive-
a-thons, bingo nights, raffies and 
food sales. DC's 25th Anniversary 
is coming up this year and as a part 
of it, DC will host an Alumni tour-
nament in the spring at Westwood. 
150 people will be teeing off and 
the even includes dinner, golf, and 
corporate sponsorship. 
This year the sponsor of the 
team starting this season will be 
Westwood Plateau Golf and Coun-
try Club in Coquitlam. The DC 
tournament on October 30 will be 
played at Westwood as well as any 
future golf tournaments hosted by 
DC. 
The tryouts begin on the sec-
ond week of school. 
Women's Golf 
Westwood Plateau Golf 
and Country Club not only have 
®Registered trade-mark of Royal Bank of Canada 
• Royal Bank of Canada. licensee of trade-mark 
ROYAL BANK 
. /1 ~ 
Call 1-800 B.OYAL 9-9 
. (1800 '769-2599) 
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Bouncing back for basketball 
New basketball coach learned how to persevere before turning to coaching 
by Charlotte Holst 
David Smith, 32, is replacing 
Sean Beasley as head coach with the 
Douglas College Royals . Smith 
brings with him some major lessons 
about dedication. 
tremendous respect from the DC Roy-
als. 
"The team this year is brand new, 
there are only two players from last 
year but they are young and excited, 
so we will [all] work hard and it should 
be an exciting season." 
Douglas College Men's Basket ball Schedule 1995-96 
October 20, Friday 
October 27, Friday 
October 28, Saturdllf 
CBC @ Douglas 
Seattle Blue Angels @ Douglas 
Shoreline CC @ Douglas 
8:00pm 
8:00pm 
6:00pm 
Just after turning 20, Smith suf-
fered total paralysis after contracting 
the mysterious Guillium Barre Syn-
drome following surgery for a back 
injup-. He was a guard with the 
CIAU's St. Mary's Huskies and he 
spent more than two months staring 
at the ceiling telling himself he would 
play with them again. 
Smith, who plans to develop 
closer ties between the Royals program 
and local high schoql teams, offered 
several boys instructional camps dur-
ing the summer. 
:::o: 
·::f. 
November 3, Friday 1 
;t;.· 
November 4, Saturday ' 
November 10, Friday 
November 11, !iil<~t~u .. rt"'" 
No\'ember 17, 
Noiember 18, 
Douglas @ OUC 
Douglas @ UCC 
1WU @ Douglas 
UCFV @ Douglas 
Mal @ Douglas 
Canf@ Douglas 
8:00pm 
8:00pm 
8:00pm 
8:00pm 
8:00pm 
6:00pm 
Within one year he regained full 
movement. Within two years, he was 
back with the Huskies. After gradua-
tion, Smith was playing pro basket-
ball in Europe helping an upstart team 
from a town of 45,000 named Horsens 
wrest the Danish Elite championship 
away from powerhouse Copenhagen. 
"My goal at Douglas is to recruit 
people motivated to move on to the 
next level. Those people will work 
their butts off and they are much easier 
to coach. The guys I'm recruiting 
didn't get much publicity, but I think 
they're a bit hungrier." 
December 1, Friday 
December 2, SAturday 
December 21, Th~ 
December 22, Friday 
December 29-30 
. :.:f.::: 
;i::' 
oo-.glas @cap S:QOpm 
Dougta$@ LC • 8:00pm 
Dogl._ @St.orellne '00 1~00pm 
~~::TBA Smith expects the first Royals teams he coaches this fall will be small 
but fast, accentuating the run and shoot 
style popular in Europe. 
•:::;:-:-:-:- <·"-: 
6:00pm 
Smith told me that although it is 
hard to relate the experience of be-
ing tough and fighting something like 
paralysis, the experience is something 
that makes you grow as a person and 
you carry the lessons into whatever 
you do. 
Coming from his position as 
Simon Fraser Clansmen assistant-
coach and with four professional sea-
sons playing and coaching in Den-
mark and Germany, Smith should get 
"In Europe the three-point shot is 
a equalizer to make up for size. They 
use the three-point shot a lot more, and 
a lot more effectively. It's not unusual 
to see someone drive into the paint, 
then tum and pass it out for the longer 
shot. They'll take a three-pointer over 
a layup." FM1~'2, Frila ~;J~!!i; 
February 3, Saturday 
February 9, friday 
February 16,friday 
February 17 ~i!§dlntay 
8:00pm 
·:~;:~::}::::: ... _ '•\t:;:,_,:;::::. :;::-The first game for the men's bas-
ketball team is Friday, October 20 at 
Douglas. There is a tentative schedule 
for season but please realize that games 
could be added or changed! 
BCCMCham~s 
CCM ChalnploMHijts 
OUC@ 
Douglas@ CDC 
Douglas @ Mal ,, 
LC@ Douglas 
8:00pm 
6:00pm 
8:0CJPm 
Too Much! (continued from page5) 
out and placed in the other tier. the fall to the tryouts, the young guys 
Dalcanale regards this as a benefit will push the [veterans] to work harder 
for his players. "It opens up our on their skills and teamwork," claims 
schedule to go to more tournaments Newman, "We' ll have lots of depth 
and play more club ball. There will in the new season and do really well." 
be more playing opportunities for the DC's men's volleyball team will 
players." be competing in the Red Deer tour-
Vesna Rukavina from CNC and nament and will be hosting the Pro-
Nicole Jarvin from Okanagan will be vincial BCCAA tournament for the 
transferring over to DC and playing 95-96 season. 
for the Royals as well . • • • 
With the strength and experi- Both volleyball coaches are 
ence of the veterans, Dalcanale sees planning a big trip to Gennany for the 
the CCAA National tournament in volleyball teams. They will be 
sight for the 95-96 season, once fundraising sometime throughout the 
again. year. 
"The girls were working well "It'll be a very good experience 
last year," says Dalcanale. "At the for the players," both coaches claim. 
tryouts this year, we'll be looking to The benefits come in where the teams 
fill in the holes [due to Klunder and wiii be competing in some matches 
Murphy moving on.]" Open tryouts in the country. Exposure to different 
will begin on September 6 at 8 p.m. types of volleyball players will ex-
Men'S Volleyball pand the minds to give new ideas to 
the players on the court. 
Men's Volleyball head coach M 1 B 1- fb 11 
Brian Newman hopes for a promis- en S aS.K.e a 
ing year. David Smith faces a rebuilding 
In the 94-95 season, Newman year as the head coach ofDC's men's 
began with a relatively young team basketball team. Leaving his position 
consisting of three 3rd year students as SFU's men's assistant coach to be-
and nine rookies. come the head coach at Douglas Col-
"We had a good year but we lege, Smith notes the biggest differ-
also had some major injuries which ence between the positions is the au-
cut us down from 13 healthy bodies thority to make decisions. Smith is 
to seven," .said N~~m.an. . aware of the strong BCCAA league 
Despite the mJunes and them- and looks forward to challenging the 
experience, the team earned the . . . 
B d I . h BCCAA good coaches and the competition th1s ronze me a spot m t e 
league. Eight of these players are season. . . 
returning to tryout this fall and Smith was recruited m Apnl by 
Newman is hoping to build upon last Athletics D~rector Betty Lou Hayes. 
season's success. So far there is a Recruitment reports a young 
balance in the players coming back. team who is "quick and small but hun-
Newman expects four power hitters, gry to move up," according to Smith. 
two offsides, one setter and one Ben M. and Neil McQuaide will be 
around player. returning. Courtney Brown and James 
"With new players coming in Derouin of Ottawa will be attending 
DC in the fall. Also recruited by Gill was still pleased, "We faired relationships [with each other] tum 
Smith are what he has described as very well in the league. There were from a hate to a love relationship," 
the unsung players oflast year: Cam five teams tied for second place but Gill chuckled. 
Johnson of Pitt Meadows, Alex only three of them could participate Gill is looking to build the team 
Zabori, a natural all-around player [along with the top ranked team] in on as well as off the court. Bonding 
and John Fast, a 6'5" player ofDW the playoffs." will be done including setting com-
Poppi. These are all good outside Every member of the 94-95 mon goals on the court and playing 
shooters. Smith takes pride in the team will be returning to tryout ex- different sports together off the 
players, who he notes are good all- cept for two point-guards. court. 
around students and people. "We have a lot of returning "Before the players get into col-
"We have a whole crew of new players who will be a big help this lege, they play and compete against 
guys," smiles Smith. "There'll be year against teams like Fraser Val- each other. But now that they're 
some tough decisions during the try- ley University-College. Having the playing for a college team together, 
outs with the high calibre of 15 dif- experience will make a big differ- they'll learn [to work together] and 
ferent players offering different ence," notes Gill. that each one has a role on the team. 
skills." For the university-colleges par- My job is to get that performance 
After observing the basketball ticipating in the BCCAA league, from them." 
scrimmages in the college summer they have the benefit of their play-
league hosted by SFU and DC, ers staying around the extra years to 
Smith has a good idea of the BCCAA add their experience to the game. 
• • • 
It was noted by the majority of 
coaches that the athletes needed 
league's calibre. "In the colleges like Douglas, more support from the students, fac-
Io the team, Smith is looking there are programs for only two ulty and staff of Douglas College. 
to build a team where the strength years," says Gill, "so we don't nor-
lies in the depth of the players. The mally get any players with more than 
ideal would be to have all twelve a year's worth of post-secondary 
players able to contribute to the training to compete for us." 
"These athletes are training 
hard every day to represent our col-
lege," said Allison Gill. It would be 
nice to have more students coming 
team. Another note from Smith were Gill is looking to Marlee Sie- out to see the games, to support their 
his plans to play the game in the "lat- mens (post), going into her fourth 
est style" consisting of fast breaks, year at DC as well as Lari Phillips 
strong 3-point shooters and tough (point-guard), Joanne Blesch (out-
defense. side shooter) and the other players 
"Success is counting on how for strength on the floor and leader-
peers. 
Tryout dates are already posted 
throughout the college. Due to lack 
oftime and a pressing deadline, the 
Other Press was unable to cover all 
the DC teams in this article. The hard we work to win and shooting ship. 
no lower than CHAMPS," Smith As far as recruitment goes, Gill teams and coaches are not unknown 
noted four high school recruits who however: Women's soccer - Sherri 
are committed to DC: Liz Wolfe of Kisser, Men's' Soccer - Mike 
claims. "We'll be competitive night-
in and night-out." 
Women's Basketball Centennial, Coquitlam; Andrea 
Dufva of the Steveston Packers; 
A strong contingency of veter- Jocylin Stendal of North Delta and 
ans has women's basketball head Denise Fraser of Richmond Colts. 
coach Allison Gill looking forward With these players coming to 
to another season of what she calls the tryouts, Gill expects the tryouts 
her livelihood. to be very competitive. 
Though the team ended up in ''The four players coming from 
the fifth spot in the BCCAA league, the high schools probably have their 
Bernardis, Women's' rugby and 
Men's' rugby- Mike Collins, Wom-
en's' wrestling - Patty Boomhover 
and Men's' wrestling - Dave McKay. 
,·. 
:~. ... 
.. · The Posies, w~re ,fn Vancouven w kiCk 
. • - " "· _.:;.. " :::c-~ • 
ojf'their mos( recent North Americ(lii ·/Our.. 
At a coffee shQp in Gasto'wn I had a c}lance 
" ~-· to talk to Ken -Stringfellq1V,._.guitQri$t;· ~OCal~ 
-: ,· ~. ~· ist,: and.' c6~e ''memfir.r. of·!h$ banrf.*~lsq 
: ~:~~;,· ~ Pli;sfmi-wtts' M,i~ Jtfcf4J4aid,~t life~tytiT're. 
• ,- '~ · · '· ··~~ /P,.~ tet: [or thf! Be'tljniham Hhal4~p! , < 
• . >3:.-,'0P: So; w)l!lLcan youo(fell me abwt 
_; - ,.· .. :(,._-~. ---~ ~("' ;:-.. .-<'.-•1 :« --~-~ ,. <-.. • 
·: .. -'' ' · t.lie.-oew albtini? > · '<"-c- . · , . 
.- '~ ~~>; K:ep Sttiri&rci.l<>W: \veil, in ·its p~es~t 
,/ij . &Uttef. · it's 'kmd~f(oc~y1a~d kinda negative~ 
The reason I say ·nt;gative is 'cause it does 
h.ave some neWaive things in it. 
', 
\- ~.(~.;t::: · .. · ~ 
1.ls: It stiil fitstoget4~~lmean our stuff 1<;$: Jjl<TilU))V~t9~ y.'@fl,)uredJ!!J:lan. KS: Yeah, cod;efs'Ure·, b~~ ~ou bow, I 
isniuotally out to iunchmfuk fottraC~and .He playedina~b&ll$ fur a Jhi'ie; he played , go for the r~siaurants. You can get coffee in , 
you kriow;·rsnn think it fits together in the inuounuyba:ndinAri'2onaahd allsort:s·;f the restaurants . Even McD~:iiald's has 
end. There's ~ ing ~tying about us, eraey stuff: Andioe1 he's lived m•Mop,~na McLatte and whatnot, so every r~staurant has 
wbateve:rwe it, miXing allthese ele:, and b~ked s!ib\v~ ovet!Ui~t¢ . and he's t espresso but that;s not my dish. So how was 
mentstogetberiid<4'tkltO;yiflwouldtvtm booked bandS ovet ihete ~Sonic Youth, . that? Dld we covet it?. The Seatttti'tlb ish, 
buy tbatlhere-isa definite theme for the~· Flamipg J-:1~ ~ FU'ehose. ae:3 been a DJ > OP: Where did you cofueup wftb the 
lierrecords, you know? Th~re'ssomesrlb· worlc;edf(>ra .boblC:lngage,ueyjn .S8nFran- t 1111me'l . ,..· ~,.,../ 
jectmat~r that comes up in '~u.nple.~$, clk&J; 'and he weiU' to tbe'beikite School of KS: Actuall§, we barfed 'ii ~P! 
like on Dear 23 there's a couple ofmarrjage ,Music in Boston,,,he'sadritter:lie'sadrifter OP: What? '\,,, . .y,. 
. .-~ .. ·. 
I!OtlgS but that's not every song; there's other ~t Joe-. KS:Yeah, we barfed it up. 
things a:well;"tdon'tkpow, it might just be \Mike~ Bilt )\Oii ma•a~ to llail him Q,JJ: Was this after a night of carous-
''···-~ .... ' ~ 
that there's this certain:danguage tha! we . dow'\? irtg? ,. , . ,, , 
speak, that sounds mor~~ unified thaqjt'{ e<- ':; ; kS: I'm ~~~ that 1~ will eventually l<§;Yeah, this wa$ when Jon and I we'J. " ·,.,; ~ 
aUyis. l' ·. ~~«,?, ~qn to so e~ilC; · ot many im· .·.·.· in Bellingham, I say up b~ause 
. '# 
OP: I'm. thinking of a song that yol! 
performe~Jist time you were in Vanco"; 
ver, I dop1t know if it's on the album, I 
tht~k the chorus goes: "Everybod1 is a 
OP: What aboa~ the title of the al- pu}Ges• and lot . ·· ··•·• tions. That's ~Ht's up, but' if it was,~r{AustraV 
bum? . . a l:iumungous understatemq~t i;m map it would be down. We .wePt out one 
KS: 1 try toavoi'\saying the title, be~ ;-.• J OPt So. he:,goU different perspec· night ana we drank a bunch2£liquor & beer, 1 fucldn' liar." " -~'" l KS: Yes. That's on there. Qlll.)~¢ you know how t,bey always change{jtlve th•l! t~re~lor tbe; .. ·.·. ·· and this is l'refore I stopped ea,ting meat. You 
\,Wf~been thinking aboU1 calling our album j KS;~y~~defudte mt. With know on a {fQZen pizza, ori all the best kinds 
Amazmg Disgrace. ''*' """,..,..,...;, . ·. ..· i Joe it's weitd~use.hO:~afe.w'ym older the pepperortt will do this (cups his hands 
OP: So1 UJAt's a tent.Uye title? '•:.:.! thanus,$>he'sintotheroc1¢00ng,ha.rd . tcgether) and it becomes a little cup filled 
'Ks< Yes. :;; . Yes is his favorit~band~ vithdfii~ ;in . 'wi'tb~ease. So, for a 'inonth we ate nothing 
Miket Diilll"t yell toddel' Stttrw/Jur$ because for a long time XTC was out'S ' but froien pizzas and we'd pour the grease 
...,/f(tpltltlN!d Mt~ltl-ltu<~l"l & KM.] Wben;y()u ll$ten to ·ihem. yoli c;an into a cup lind ~ollect it, then we did. like, 
) . KS: Yes> that was cq~ but#w<l$ see how fl!Oy· b9~t..l£Pil!e t9$~!l: 'tpi$ · bt thing where we took the 
ove.fruted by JUdge Wapn;, .·.·. . . we.:ifdest way. s61illirtaatnak.eS'.. cup (lie m knOcking a cup bat/( like 
· ()p; Do you tOII$t4er yourself a got a lot of dUferent 1!etlSl'hiUties. fte•s very a ihw!tt Mike (lniJI grimace) we chugged 
"tec{liet are YOJJ into gizmos. ~mputen musi~, lmean that's hill b~ (}ltp:ressiol).,. itdQWn and we'd eatM a bunch of com ear-
and that kl~td'otstam and twfbeen most otlrisnr~ .• be'sju$La. Her ~,,with ait tht':malt liquor, we barfed. 
KS; lt depends on what you consider a totalfreak: He'a sca.tter~b.raihe<f and weird In t~e puddle you ~ould make out the word 
"techie.''Wei~Ihaveacomputer:Yes, !have and hyper and unpredictable{bpt when he Posies in the com and grease. 
a Powetbook Duo 210. It's acwany been plays music.he'~just totally g~us.He'~,al.so QP! so. don1~ .0'Y tbat at home? 
great. a goodfatber. Tfuu's the othet'f>art otb{~)lfe K$: No, I' d~ise everyone whose con-
OP: It's nice to have a portable that•stotallytogclher. sclencewillallowthemtoeatmeat, goahead. 
computer. O}lt How mally cltiet 'are you doiDg OP: So, you're .not a vegan, are you? 
KS: Yeah,lbrougbtjt with me on o._ lhftour't t<.$.~. No, we bi*Ve'!J.'t done Vegas! 
tour. On this tour I'm sort of the tour man· KS: I don"fkn.ow.l think; we're doh{ a OP: Well, ldidn•t mean the lounge 
ager, oo 1 need the extrac organization. To lot llf shows in twenty-one ~ays.., I think scene. 
get faxes, send faxes, check my we'~ doin.(? eig9teen. showa{~metbing like Ken (faugltJ~:~g): No, f'm not even a veg-
E-mail every couple of days. thati "' '''' ,. • :•ltN? ' etari;ln;leat :fi~. It!nfully Skipperious, all 
OP::So,there migbtbe a OPtDoeathtgettoyouafterawbile? the way; 
"What do you have on your KS: No. This is what 1 live to do. OP: I w.. «'YiP' to figure out whether 
Powerbook?"adinyourfuture? Mike:Li~eSpJ,ing break or a vaca· it was~ consd~tious thing or for the 
KS: Yeah, we Were talking to tion? health of it. 
peopleaboutmaybedo.ingone.That's l<S; lw~~Pttorockevecyrught, forever. ~S: Well, I remember, again in 
/
. sortd a
1 
the reason 1 ~ot,. tjli,s particulttt DQni'. .. :t~-:: the p,arty train tQ ,!Iu.-o-w down. Belli~M-- k . 
1 
k t d 
mo e . ,.. "''' .m m ........ :IS. " ······· • .....,.e: a e.-sure you oo a me an 
OP: wmtt ahouhbe pew member$ OJ>: 'thenih a good ltte? nod when you JaY' bellingham. 
of the. band? KS: It carries its pric~ tag •.. but its defi· J(S;Youhavet(> write in brackets 'nods, 
\ KS: Joe and Brian? nttely withinl!lYRfi£~ tan&~ look:~ -at Mike: .. 
\.OP: Bow did you l'YJ&eftogethfl'? oP: SideproJeet$? .· ... ·.· iW'«ts look$ ~tMike) 
And how wall it that the a.and gene(a1)y l{S: }()n produces Jecords. Ue's KS; Jon and l~ while hanging out dur-
.,..~ , needed 'to,IJe rtstntetukld?' Redd Cirl$!\.for tbe 1987 ing ou_t hi$h schoq~ days, on Friday nighis · 
'-"' ·; "'~~' !<S.:(Th~ewete d\ft~t de~'*; ot' .. MJQ-k$j!~~ .i~~ gowg'to wewq~l<iot'tengqdowntolJurgerKingand 
. n~~~~tty. We; ve gone ~all a nl)mber of re-released,S()l m,glheeringtbat There's ch()w crown. We ~uld always ghl this real 
•• ,_, bass players before. It .ait gpts back to our art Atisttalian baM called UMl, which ,en~ (\Ueas)"feellng and so lsorta wea~d·myself 
~~ first baSS playet~)~JC:k [f:t~J •. and ·we Jet Tbafa:.:Jbe off ot:Xneat · ::::~ . ~l· 
him go after thr~y· in'~\ttband, ah"'. for doing.Th~ qg1w.eq, »li,~rKing might do that 
various reasons. We ~Qt JOe on fuant be was to yoU:'" "' 
~;:>~ · playing for Sky Cries Mary at the iime, he (Kim pausU, Jm>.ks across the street, 
, 'i'" . played some show$withu$:ood~ewas great. ·· 11~ 1-gqjng into a $f5J~ window) 
:'oP: Th~t st~uck me as different from 'y..a k~ow, in some waw w~\ere tom, Joe's we did m~wfnJfJw.shopping. How 
... • ~ ~>.if 
your,previous stuff~Where did that come . an amazing b~s player and~take charge. wrote the songs, add We pia.~ Jon~ J; .fi#ICh/Pf a Uidwmdowt 
I+',,r· f~m~S: I don't kno~. Basically, I view it ~~:~~g:~~7~~=r :~~·s;~~::: ·~=t;~ ~~~(ak . . ·~ ~~ .. ,~~:!r " 
as important for me, and us to ... if~~ have shit out. of us because ~~3 su.cb a freaky illY· 4u~ flpedany a,..ud Sfatdt. lt . )'OIJ !fUak? 
some sort of impulse ·that ~s in an unu~ual (everyon~)(lugJ;s) At the Uine he didn't want a rock star hang-oat? ~' KS: Well,. f 
direction; or iq a~y dfrec~ion that sbems to leave .Sky'Cries Macy. He wrote a Jot o( Yeah. 'slit, 
worthwhile, just to go, not limiting ourselves their music and was really involved with the W at the ·Oftb¢ • 
~ 'artistically. Life's too short. ', . • band so h~ didn't wantto leave. At the sa.ine 9.f: Wbatdi, JOlt Dke ~taboa~~ i QP: About the rest of the album?, · " time we were hookin$ up with Dave Fox~ U.Jid Seattle? 
~ ~ ~'t '' · KS: There are some pretty things'~n it and'he spent a couple years playing bass.for ,: /!f>S: Ivers [no relapon 
· as well We {}arrowed the songs down, we us. II$ not like 'Oh, ive got the consolation am.azfug restauraqfknown tQJDW 
h~d way too many t~~Qrd. So, we thought prize, Dave Fox o~er Joe.' In the end l)ave OP: I'OJrtm~•JliD or Ole"braw:at? 
.. . ', ;..,;,.:, - . ,• 
let's pick out the,~o~gs t?at do. t!ifferent didn't really cutit.lie wasn't as g.~"~s 
things, getting as many different kinds of player as we usually like to have. +· 
, things out as possible. OP: The new members have doe 
'· O!: So, th.ere was no~~:al thllm't , some interestipg stuff in the past. 
K$: No, not really. / ·~ "\, KS: Espe'cially Brian, h(ll) ~~  
OP.: ft•s'notrfially.fotused in any one we~d stuff: . ' 
, OP~ The 'Japaaue~' thing. 
inte~ieW and -phetos b~ 
'* ~< . ~ + ~ .g .., 
.. ((> ):""' •• :.c ... < 
, .• <~. ~, ..)' '-> . , 
<.:"· ~~~ <~·, ·, :vc "'"''~»>:~·~ ... ;:::;"*"'w ~-·1oo.....i•lW\~uBm...lW!li\i 
~ .. - .. :!.' 
.. 
. ... < 
···"""!"';• 
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"It was my father's last request." 
Father O'Reilly looked at the urn with a 
degree of trepidation. "I'm not so sure," he 
said. " I had reservations over this whole 
cremation thing, but what you propose 
seems .... foolish ." 
Martha looked at the priest with a degree 
of impious impatience. Father O'Reilly had 
been the family's priest since before 
Martha had been born. He had baptized her 
as a child. She had grown up with his 
indelible presence. Sunday morning at 
mass. Wednesday night for tea. When 
father had died, it was O'Reilly who offici-
ated the commemorative mass. 
"What do you mean, there won't be a 
body? There has to be a body." The discus-
sion had been long and heated. But in the 
end, the memory of the dead won out. The 
commemorative mass had been held. 
Chesterville was a small, backwater town. 
"Modern" ideas such as cremation were 
looked upon with suspicion. Martha had 
deliberately withheld this last bit of infor-
mation until after the final prayers had 
been said. The service had been on 
Thursday. It was Monday morning before 
she finally approached the venerable old 
man. 
"Look. Dad was a pilot for most of his 
life. And you yourself went on hundreds of 
fishing trips with him. Is it so strange that 
he wants to be remembered in this way?" 
"Yes, but dumping his ashes out the win-
dow of a plane over Chester's bay? It's just 
not right." 
Martha sighed inwardly. O'Reilly was a 
good man, but had a streak of Irish in him 
that a lifetime of submission the the Lord 
had yet to break. "Look. Father. 1 know you 
consider it improper to do this. That it 
somehow goes against God's grand scheme 
of things, and honestly, I'm not sure 
myself. All I know is that my daddy left me 
with this request and I intend to carry out 
his wishes, with or without you." 
O'Reilly slumped back into his chair and 
sighed. Watching him, Martha realized how 
truly old he was. She had heard stories 
about other priests who were aloof - who 
held themselves apart from their congrega-
tions. O'Reilly had never been like that. He 
tossed himself into the life of his flock like 
any good Shepherd. And now he watched 
as one by one his sheep were dying. 
Suddenly, he sat up. "1 don't like it," he 
said, "but Henry was my friend, and his 
wishes are more important to me than any 
theological grey areas. When did you want 
to do it?" 
ii 
The old de Havalind sat glimmering in 
the morning light. How many times have I 
been up in that old thing? Martha though 
to herself. Some of her earliest memories 
were of flying with her father. She loved 
the freedom. Loved the exllilaration of tak-
ing wing in a thousand pounds of metal and 
wood. Her father, she knew, had wished for 
a son to carry on the family name. But he 
hadn't been disappointed with her skills 
and determination. He shouldn't be, she 
smiled considering that he was the one who 
taught me. 
" .. .1 want you to take my body, and bum 
it... no, no. Listen to me. Don't give me that 
crap. I'm dying. You know it, and I know 
it." 
Martha had not cried for years. Not since 
her mother had died. Now the tears flowed 
down her cheeks as she watched the life 
drain from her father. 
"I want you to take it and burn it. Listen! 
Once you burn it, I want you to take my old 
crate up and dump the ashes at 2 000 feet. 
Take Jack along. Get him to administer 
whatever rites he thinks appropriate." 
A hacking cough, or was it a laugh? 
"He's a stubborn bastard, but tell him, 
tell him it was my dying wishes. That'll get 
him off his ass." 
Martha sat, enwrapped in memories until 
an old VW beetle rattled up. She watched 
as Father O'Reilly extricated himself from 
the lime green bug. He waved good morn-
ing as he approached. 
"Lovely morning, isn't it?" 
"Yes, it is. A perfect day for flying. 
Here." Martha handed the urn to the priest. 
"This is, uh. I mean, this is, him, is it?" 
Martha nodded. 
"Everything clear and ready for take off, 
so if you would kindly hop in, we'll be 
off." 
O'Reilly eyed the plane with suspicion. 
"He would make me do this, wouldn't he? 
He knows how much I hate flying. Why 
couldn't we have done this from the Brass 
Minnow? The Minnow was her father's 
small outboard, and had seen the two men 
STORY BY TRENT ERNST 
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on many of their fishing trips. 
"It's symbolic. Dad loved to fly, and he 
loved to fish. Dumping his ashes from the 
sky over the bay. You understand." 
"I don't understand why it has to be 
me." 
"It was his last request." 
"I know. I know." The old priest kept 
muttering to himself as he climbed up into 
the cockpit. "It still isn't right. If God had 
meant for man to fly ... " 
"If God hadn't wanted man to fly, he 
would never have given us the brains to fig-
ure it out." Martha kicked off the moorings 
and hopped into the cockpit after the priest. 
The plane taxied over the glassy stillness 
of the inlet, the roar echoing off the forest-
ed shores. The morning sun was already 
burning away the wispy fog. A family of 
ducks scurried away from the oncoming 
plane as the pontoons cut a foamy white 
path through the water. Then, with scarcely 
a thought, they were airborne. 
"Relax, Father. We're not going to 
crash. You know that God is not going to 
call you to heaven before your time." 
O'Reilly eyed her suspiciously. "Yes, 
but what if it's your time? Can you see me 
before Saint Peter? He'd ask what I was 
doing there. I'd tell him I was with you." 
"Sorry. I used to say that to your father 
every time he would force me up in this 
beast. Can't say that the joke has gotten any 
better over the years, but it helps me relax" 
Martha glanced over at his white knuck-
les clenching the urn and shook her head. 
She couldn't understand his fear of flying. 
It is only when l am flying I am truly alive. 
Her father had told her that, years before. 
"We're nearly at two thousand feet. 
When we get there, I'm going to level off, 
and circle the bay, okay? You can perform 
the ceremony, and then release his ashes. 
Okay?" 
O'Reilly nodded. 
Martha leveled off at the appropriate 
altitude, and began lazily circling over the 
bay. O'Reilly forced his window open. The 
muffled roar of the engine became loud and 
insistent. A whirling, swirling breeze tossed 
Martha's unbound hair into her face. With 
one hand, she pulled it back and tucked the 
long reddish strands under her shirt collar. 
"Well, there is no set rites for this sort of 
thing. Henry was always a bit of a free-
spirit, but we loved him the more for it. We 
take this time to remember our dear friend 
and father. We commend his ashes to the 
sky and the sea that he loved so much, and 
we commend his soul to God. Ashes to 
ashes, dust to dust. We'll always remember 
you." O'Reilly held the urn out the window 
and poured. 
The world went grey as the cockpit was 
filled with fine, grey ash. Everything was 
motion and panic. 
"I can't see!" "Shut the window!" "I 
can't breath!" "Shit! Let go of the stick! Let 
go of the stick!" "We're going to die!" 
"RELAX! Shut the damn window" "I 
dropped it." "Just shut the window, okay? 
We're not going to crash. We're two thou-
sand feet up. LET GO OF THE STICK!" 
O'Reilly finally got the window closed, 
and the ash quickly settled. Martha wiped 
the fine, silky ash off the window and the 
instrumentation. 
The urn, dropped in the panic, plummeted 
down towards the sea, trailing ash like 
smoke. Two thousand feet later it ham-
mered into the bay. 
"Just let it go, all right." Martha snapped 
at the priest. 
"I'm all right." 
Inside, her stomach was in knots. I'm 
sorry, daddy, She silently prayed. It wasn't 
supposed to be like this. 
The two sat in silence, Martha chewing 
on her anger and frustration. As the plane 
began it's descent, O'Reilly began to 
chuckle, and then laugh out loud. 
"What?" Martha snapped. "What is so 
damn funny?" She knew better that to curse 
the priest, but she wasn't in the mood for 
this. 
"Can't you see?" O'Reilly was smiling. 
"Can't you see? Oh, this is beautiful. Your 
father would have enjoyed the irony of it, 
too. He loved a good joke. And he loved to 
fly. You see?" 
Martha frowned, not comprehending. 
"He loved to fly. And now he'll always 
be flying with you, cause there is no way 
you're going to get all of him out of this 
plane." 
O'Reilly rubbed a finger in the fine soot 
and laughed "He'll always be with you. 
-Always." 
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As the 70s rolled to a halt, so too did the popularity of 
Douglas College. Enrollment was at an all-tim~ low. So 
much so that Day himself was forced to enroll m a full-
time courseload to keep the school in the black. It is 
unknown whether Day ever paid back the student loan. 
He struggled to keep his GPA above water, but soon 
realized that further action was necessary. Now was th_e 
time to call in those entertainment biz favours. The stnngs 
he went to pull had weakened over the years, howeve~, and 
the best he could do was land a guest spot on a lost eptsode 
of The Muppet Show. 
Despite his consistent delivery and a brilliant song and 
dance routine with Fozzie and Gonzo, the show _see~ed to do 
little in generating new interest in the sagging, dtlaptdated 
remains of Douglas. But... 
fears later 
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We consulted world famous psychic Zenyatta Mondatta Angellenco Blavatsky-Carr and asked her what the 
future holds for our beloved Bill. After assuring her that we were not members of CSIS, she agreed to gaze into the 
future for us . 
Madama Blavatsky-Carr began to mumble something under her breath, and her eyes rolled back into her head. 
She collapsed on the floor and began writhing around, spitting blood. Unsure as to whether this was caused by her 
attempts to scrye the future or by the strange, powdery substance she took moments before, we were unsure. 
Deciding to play it safe, my colleague plunged an adrenaline needle into her heart, whereupon she sat bolt 
upright and began to prophesy. 
She told us that Bill Day would soon grow tired of his new job as President of The CCA, and would tum to 
other, more adventurous pursuits, such as working for the Mafia as a hit man and for NASA as a laboratory rat. 
It will be during this last job that Bill meets his final fate. While participating in a highly experimental particle 
accelerator test, Bill's corporeal body will be blasted out of the space-time continuum. 
"But do not be sad for Bill," said the buxom psychic, ''for his body will be converted into tachyon particles. 
Bill's life energies will travel backwards in time. Back, back, until the dawn of time. There, his life energy will meld 
with the prime particle, causing the prime particle to explode. From this explosion will spring the universe as we know 
it." 
Wearied from this phenomenal vision, Madarna Blavatsky-Carr coJlapsed again upon the floor, though this time 
breathing normally. As she lay there, chest heaving, her exposed neckline glistening with sweat, I reflected upon her 
words. Were they true, or were they just the mad ravings of a crazy, if rather well endowed woman? 
Only time will tell. 
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The year in preview 
A look ahead at what's in store for on-campus arts 
As in previous years, on campus performances from some of 
arts are off to a slow start, as depart- the best student performers 
ments frrst concern goes to the 8 000 or here at Douglas. 
so students mounting a mass invasion In addition to the Noon 
on Douglas. Here's your first look at hour concerts, the music de-
what is up and coming at Douglas this partment is putting on four 
Semester 
Music 
evening shows, featuring 
faculty and students of 
Douglas College. The frrst 
Once again, the Music Department concert is a scholarship ben-
is mounting its infamous Noon at New efit concert, and showcases 
West series of concerts. The concerts the talents of the music de-
are happening Thursdays at 12:30 in the partment faculty. 
Performing Arts Theatre. The first con- By far the most appeal-
cert, The Art of Song, happens Septem- ing (in concept) is the New 
ber2lst.September28thseestheKaren West New Music concert, 
Jamieson Dance Company do their scheduled for November 
thang. 22nd. Featuring Bob 
Douglas College's own Robin Caldwell, Kathryn 
Shier brings his jazz quartet to school 
October 5th in what promise to be a tres 
cool show. 
The next Thursday (October 12th) 
will feature the winner of the 1995 CBC 
Young Performers Competition, 
Michelle Mares on piano. 
Cernauskas, Owen Duggan 
and Michael Strutt, it prom-
ises to be an absolutely wild 
show. 
HOY VEY, BUT DO WE HAVE A LOT OF STUFF FOR 
YOU. WE'VE GOT ACOUSTIC GUITAR ON THE BRAIN IT SEEMS, 
WITH A FEATURE INTERVIEW WITH ALLEN DESNOYERS, PAGE 
14, AND A REVIEW OF THE PHIL KEAGGY/JON ANDERSON 
SHOWS BELOW. OR, JF YOU'RE LOOKING TO TAKE IN A FLICK, 
CHECK OUT REVIEWS, PAGE 16. OR HOW ABOUT A GOOD 
CD REVIEW, PAGE 17? 
AND IF READING THE PAPER WASN'T ENOUGH, WE 1VE 
GOT THIS NEWFANGLED "INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY" THING 
HAPPENING HERE. CHECK OUT OUR TWO (COUNT 'EM) CON-
TESTS. You couLD WIN A PAIR OF PASSES TO THE FRINGE 
FESTIVAL, OR A COMPLETE MYSTERY MACHINE 
DISCOGRAPHY. BUT BEFORE WE GET TO ALL THAT, READ ON 
TO FIND OUT WHAT'S HAPPENING ON DOUGLAS IN THE NEXT 
sEMESTER. IT's SHOWTIME! 
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If you are interested in throughout the semester though. You 
joining the concert band, just can't keep those actor types quiet. 
jazz band, or any of the vo- The two productions currently 
cal groups, head on down to scheduled are Top Girls by Caryl 
the music department and Churchill, and Ten Lost Years by Barry 
get the secretary to point you Broadfoot. Top Girls will be in the Per-
in the right direction. Not forming Arts Theatre, and Ten Lost 
wanting to speak for any of Years will be in the more intimate set-
the other groups, but I know tings of the Studio Theatre. Dates will 
that Blair Fisher was desper- be announced a little later on, so keep 
ately seeking players for the your eyes open for details . 
concert band last year. The Art Gallery 
Theatre The Art Gallery is located on the 
There is absolutely fourth floor, right by the North Eleva-
nothing scheduled yet in the tor. 
theatre department except Guiseppe Albi 's Selections From 
for the two end of semester the Studio will be at the Gallery until 
plays. To quote Drew Young, October 6th. It looks to be a fantastical 
the theatre department is cur- exploration of colour and textures, not 
rently "consumed" by the to be missed. Go up and look around 
Fringe Festival. before it disappears. 
Speaking of the Fringe, Future shows at the gallery include 
be sure to catch Chery I Women s VISion, a Womenspeak insti-
Matheson (from the Theatre tute group show running October 1Oth 
Dept.) in The Biz. 
There are no other performances 
scheduled until November 16, when 
November 25 will see 
the Douglas Chorus and 
Chamber Choir at the 
Queens Avenue United 
Church for their requisite end 
violinist Martin Beaver, cellist Bryan of semester concert. And 
Epperson, and pianist Robert speaking of requisite con-
Silverman. The season is rounded out certs ... the 27th of November 
; GuiseppeAlbi's work is a fantastical explo~ati.on 
· of co lot and textUre, the perfect image for a. two 
. dimensional, black & white medium, no? His 
God is Alive and Well 
and Living in Riverde/1, writ-
ten by Leonard Angel (from the 
Philosophy Dept.) will also be 
showing. Check the Fringe 
to November II th, and an as-yet-
untitled show by David Cooper, show-
ing November 13th until December 
13th. 
The Exhibit Committee is also 
looking for a student rep to sit on the 
committee. Contact Eleanora Nucho in 
the school library for more details . 
•••· work is currently on display in the art gallery. 
with three student showcases (Novem- will be the final concert for the Concert 
ber 23rd, 30th and December 7th). Band, as well as all those Jazz types in 
These recitals are offer a mixed bag of the main theatre. 
Dueling guitars 
One evening, two great performances 
by Trent Ernst 
Friday, August 25th was a strange evening of concerts and contrasts, seeing both 
Phil Keaggy and Jon Anderson doing shows around town. 
Keaggy is modestly billed as the greatest guitar player in the world. For close to 
twenty years he has been wowing audiences around the world. He has the voice of Paul 
McCartney, the songwriting abilities of John Lennon, and the skill of Sergovia. His 
music cuts across the usual musical boundaries, incorperating elements of pop, jazz, 
blues and classical into a style completely and undeniably his own. 
After nearly five years of showing up solo, Phil rolled into town with a backup 
band. John Sferra (drums) and Wade Jaynes (bassist who was in town just over a month 
ago with Steve Taylor) are two impressive players themselves, and the possibilities of-
fered by this power trio seemed unlimited 
Unfortunatly it wasn't to be. Technical problems and a lack of rehearsal time killed 
what promised to be an amazing first half. As well, Keaggy has been playing acoustic 
solo sets for too long, and it showed in his bland electric work. Not to say that it was a 
really bad set, but it definitly didn't live up to what could have been. 
After about 45 minutes of the trio, Phil did a short solo set. His connection with the 
accoustic guitar, and the audience, was immediate and intense. Here was the Phil that 
we came to see. Sure, he's still doing the same schtick as he did 5 years ago, but it's still 
a mindblowing experience. 
Phil and band were to return after a brief intermission, but I was off to the Talking 
Stick, for Jon Anderson's CD release party. 
Or rather, his sticker release party, as the CO's had not arrived yet. The Talking 
Stick is small, trendy and intimate compared to the vast hall that Keaggy was playing. 
After five years of playing with a band (Paisley Suitcase), this was one of Jon's first solo 
accoustic gigs. Though not as confident and polished a player as Keaggy, Jon still put 
on a fine show. His reparte with the audience (who sat inches away) was personal and 
intimate. 
The songs themselves were strong and well delivered. Jon's songwriting is amaz-
ingly mature for someone so young, and like anything worthwhile, just gets better with 
age. The rune that stood out above the rest was the rocking 'Seems Like Sex,' a vast 
departure lyrically from his earlier work with Paisley, and inspiration for the title of his 
new CD, Sensual Beings. 
Both Keaggy and Anderson are fine accoustic players, making for a very worth-
while evening of concerts. Phil probably won't be back until next year, but Jon is 
playing at the Piccadilly Pub in Vancouver September 23rd. 
guide (available everywhere) 
for details sand showtimes. 
Be expecting things to develop 
What's up around town 
Lies, to the Fringe. It has nothing to do 
with the movie of the same name, bow-
ever they are offering free signed pies of a 
certain Arnold Somebodyorother forcer-
tain performances. · 
Other productions include: The Big 
Dick. Denis Anyone?, Sonofabitch Stew. 
X 'American Hero, Fat Girls, !Think I'm 
Falling In Love With You, Salome, Mos-
cow at Mtd:night. Shakespeare's Interac-
tive Circus, The Hunwr Faux Pas, invis-
ible Men, DispoSable WOmen, Sex-Rated 
The Musical, .4 Closer Walk With Jean 
Cretien, TheJuanabees Must Be Stopped, 
Nymphomaniacs, Doom ••• I'll stop now. 
Get l0$at the Fringe. 
And if that wasn't enough for you, 
One of the most lauded pait o' plays iiJ. 
·· teeent theatre bistoty will be in town at 
the Queco Elizitbelh ~ Scptembc:r 
Sth to ~lOth. ·Calx;h both part$ 
of Angell ill.4.merica, 'MilknniUm Ap-
ptoadlcs' aDd 'Pc:ristroika.• Ifyou'reareal 
.nl1l, you. c.n catdt.U 7 hollrs1it one day . 
(Sept 11 or SepllO). 
.·· And ofCQul:!le, ifyou'~ looking for 
$OJtlelhing hit ~J'. Bard Onfhe~C)=ICSimtil~ 
"Ali{;-~" ''" ~~"""' • .,;.m.., 
J 
-I 'I 
Allen Des Noycrs is a busy man. Besides his normal schedule 
of concerts, his musical talents are featured rather prominently in 
the Bard on the Beach production of A Comedy of Errors, where he 
plays (among other things) guitar, banjo, piano, and various per-
cussion. This is the first time Bard has featured live music, and the 
strain of playing live three times a week is starting to wear him 
down. "At least I've got the whole afternoon free, unlike last week," 
he explains, frenetically pantomiming a day in his life. 
It could have been worse, though. "They asked me to do mu-
sic for both shows, but I'm just doing the one." No wonder he is in 
demand by Bard on the Beach. His talents run to both the musical 
(his latest CD, Sunset Cafe, was recently released by Azimuth 
records) and the theatrical (among other things he helped found 
Pacific Theatre with Ron Reed). 
We're here to talk about his work with Bard on the Beach, and 
his upcoming Bard-related concert September I 7th, but somehow 
the topic never comes up. In the three and a half hours that we talk, 
we discuss film, philosophy, truth and the nature of art. Oh. we 
also talk about music. But the conversation keeps turning to deeper 
issues. 
" ... Hopefully what you do by writing things in a poetic fash-
ion is you set up mind traps." The topic is art vs. academia, and the 
differences thereof. "You have an experience [that) you distill into 
some fragmented imagery that someone else is hit with. It may not 
make immediate sense but if it implodes in their imagination later, 
they have this reaction that you were probably first experienced 
when the idea first occurred to you. But if I sit down and tell you 
the exact experience in prose - in a detailed fashion- you won't 
have the experience, you'lljust hear how I had it. But ifl can help 
recreate it for you, then I think that's my job. That's not an easy 
thing to do, because words mean different things to different peo-
ple, so we're caught with the universality of everyone's differences." 
He pauses for a moment, then resumes. "It is an act of faith to 
have a conversation with someone, because for them to understand 
what your saying means that they better understand those words 
the way you mean them. So they're giving you the benefit of a 
doubt that they're interpretation of those words is the same as yours. 
At least we give each other credit that way. We don't realize that 
we negotiate on faith every moment with the people we encounter. 
"Words are pretty powerful things. I like them, but I'm not 
always sure how to make that work. Often it's being open to a 
process that works through you. If you already know in advance 
what you're going to say, then in a funny way you become God, 
and you narrow the experience down. But if you're open to some-
thing telling you things you don't know, then you're able to live 
that experience out in the context of a song or a poem or a play or 
as an actor tries to do every night on stage. Then that immediacy is 
captured or recaptured for other people. 
"I think that's a large measure of what I enjoy about creativ-
ity, because it puts me in the driver's seat of what it must have been 
for the creator to take great pride and joy and delight in finding 
things come together in some form that's not just chaos. I don't 
think that's necessarily our modem view on what art is, but art that 
has some sense of meaning to people appeals to me. I don't know 
that my tastes are wide enough to include everything that is calling 
itself art . In fact I would rather that other people call it art, because 
then I know it has had a communication connection somewhere." 
The conversation turns again and again on the value of art. 
Allen muses that the value of art may be " ... just to give people a 
new way of seeing things they already know but most of us are 
blind to them on a daily basis, hopefully to reawaken those things 
that seem to get buried under the kind of details that all of us seem 
to get buried under in this society." 
He comments that the important things in life are not tangible 
thing, but the intangible. The "invisible," as he puts it. As an artist, he is inter-
ested in capturing a sense of these "invisible" things, because " .. .life is about the 
temporal for the most part. 
"Some temporal things last longer than the other temporals. BMWs aQd 
Volvos are a little better because they last a little longer. But in a sense all of us 
have to face imminent death. My own upbringing surrounded death very early 
on, so it seems I weigh everything against 'Okay, given that this is a short period 
of time on earth, what is this all about? What is this big human experiment?'" 
I mention that he doesn't look like he belongs in Vancouver, but 
about the interior of B.C., surrounded by the natural, as opposed to the 
man made, and ask, "Do you feel like you belong?" 
He laughs. "I'm pretty nomadic. Right now I don't live 
in any specific place. I have a postal box. I stay where I need 
to be, where I'm working on projects. That feels good to me. 
Sometimes it's uncomfortable if you're looking for the sta-
pler and you wonder where it is. those little issues get in the 
way, but I like being nomadic. I think it's a good 
to do. 
"I've lived in Ontario - in To- ~ 
ronto, in the hub of it - and I've lived 
in a little town with 55 people. Both 
of them have there own appeal. I feel 
comfortable with where I am. It seems 
to be more a spiritual comfort that I 
need more than a physical comfort. When I sense that I am 
present in my surroundings and able to respond to them and take them in, I feel 
that I'm at home. And that seems to be a harder thing to obtain than owning a 
place. But I sure like Vancouver, probably cause I know so many people 
here. I like being here. I can see myself living here as kind of a base, 
but I'm only here about half the year, usually." -'l ;.;;4;>-v~. 
He used to live in a small town near . ·· !, . .<'t<·) ·~· 
~=~~~~:t~~~~~e~fe:~::~:~~ ~~ ·. ~~-;,;.; ~;·: ~ ~~t«\ · 
topography to descnbe emottonalland- 1 : · ' t.f ; ' 
scapes. But they're blended. So [the . , .. t 
song] Not Such Badlands is really · ·~ 
nothing about the Badlands. And that's 
usually the nature of the stuff I write. · 1 
It's nothing about what's written. It's :,t. 
everything about what's between the ti 
lines. So hopefully it will work on one ~~ .. , \ 
level, but after repeated listening it gets ~ l , 
into ~~~~~:~:::;~~~level that seems \' t ~ \·; ;' 
to consume ?es Noyers. There .is al- ;i· f1t.,\· . · 
ways somethmg more than what 1s be- · . · · ·· 
ing said. An attempt to peer beyond the f .·.. *.* 
veil of. physicality to _get a ~limpse of ; , .t!~ 
what hes beyond. H1s mus1c reflects :1 ! ~' 
this search for the invisible. J · •. 
Allen Des Noyers will 
be performing until Sept. 
17th in A Comedy of Er-
rors. He will also be giving 
an afternoon concert in the 
Bard On The Beach tent 
Sept. 17. Contact the Bard 
Box office at 739-05 
details. 
Baryshnik 
Lock the doors, shutter 
by Jason Kurylo 
Mikhail Baryshnikov has been wreaking his special · 
brand of havoc upon the globe since he electrified the 
Ballet at the tender age of 18. Not content to rev·oumq~~~eo· 
Russian ballet, he defected to the States in 1974 to a . 
wide gasp and a western sigh. 
Defection, dissention, departure, difference; 
to be Misha 's cup of tea. Just as he electrified 
world with his spuming of the USSR (and again 
return for a Russian tour), so too did he ... u~Bl?.Jl'f"' 
world as he ripped apart the "rules" 
diately, Baryshnikov displaye_d an n"'!!inrr~\1 ahilitWii 
the lines of ballet and modem daracJWithoiJt•~,.U-~ Vancouver is the only west coast city to host 
For those of you familiar with Baryshnikov only through 
Nights motion picture foray, his White Oak Dance Project is a 
come acquainted with this indescribable talent. For those already versed 
· Call us direct at 228-2655 or 589-5070: $7 /ticket been his drive, his smoldleijjlgenc~r;'\llfbC~i'#f!:rs 
gled to be like past Y.lliP.,., .mt• 
Oak is a brilliant marriage between Baryshnikov's classical roots and his modem 
shoots; definitely worth the evenin' out. 
• For pick t4> at y011 locaiTicke!Master: $8251ticket 
At the door. $1 Ollicket and gosh dam it, 
.Since 1990, 
There are student discounts, so get out there and experience a legend. 
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Opie goes to the Movies 
Brothers McMul·len 
by Peter T. Chattaway jects, but McMullen writer/director/star predictable final act. woman who 
The Brothers McMullen tries so 
hard to be a Woody Allen film, it makes 
New York's most famous purveyor of 
angst-ridden romances look positively 
relaxed. 
Picture, if you will, a male Irish 
take on Hannah and Her Sisters with a 
strong contra-Catholic streak a Ia Alice, 
but with the most banal dialogue possi-
ble and a handful'bfactors who, if not 
recent acting-school graduates them-
selves, appear to think that this nugget 
in their portfolios just might get them 
into some back-alley Juilliard someday. 
Perhaps I'm being too hard on this 
film, but when something as ostensibly 
prestigious as the Sundance Festival 
Grand Jury Prize gets bestowed on 
something so mediocre, someone has to 
Edward Bums offers up a script that is 
distinctly lacking in subtext. Nothing 
must have a double meaning; every-
thing must be bluntly, painfully obvi-
ous, as superficial and shallow as an oil 
slick. Consider these gems: 
"You don't need me, you just think 
you need me." 
"Do you think we've lost the ro-
mance from our marriage?" 
"I'm never gonna love anybody 
the way I love you" 
And ifi hear one more woman tell 
her man that he's "distant," I swear I'll 
scream. 
Almost without exception, the ac-
tors deliver their lines in one of two 
modes: apathy, or obsequious zeal. The 
latter mode rears its cloying little head 
in the part of Ann (Elizabeth P. McKay), 
take a stand. Allen at least can find the a tactless, supercharged trollop who's 
poignant themes that burn within the all eager to jump married-man Jack 
everyday dronings of his films' sub- (Jack Mulcahy)'s love bone in the first 
reel, then turns vindictive in the oh-so-
Double Happiness 
by Trent Ernst 
Mina Shum's first feature film 
is a pleasure to behold. It isn't big. It 
isn't glamourous. It does not try to be 
something that it is not. Double Happi-
ness is a pleasant, personal little film. 
Telling the story of Jade (Sandra 
Oh) a young Chinese-Canadian strug-
gling to find her own path as her life is 
slowly ground between two cultures at 
odds with each other, director Shum is 
also telling her own story. It is this au-
tobiographical feel that lends the char-
acters and events such a weight. Even 
though the account is fictionalized, 
there is a painful realness to the film 
that transcends culture. 
Jade dreams of being an actor, 
but even here her personal struggle re-
flects larger issues of sterotyping and 
culture. Though she speaks English per-
Beyond Rangoon 
by Holley Keyes 
Beyond Rangoon is supposed to be an enlightening dramatic piece on the 
political situation in Burma as seen by an American tourist. Unfortunately, the 
acting is very bad, stale almQst, and the cinematography is choppy and badly 
sequenced. 
In one scene, a dramatic car chase through a rice paddy, the background 
moves along quite smoothly while the car, an obvious computer overlay, jerks 
across the screen. The movie is one continuos action shot after another, with 
glimpses of great scenery and lots of bad acting. 
The basic story is of an American tourist who has suffered a tragedy and is 
trying to escape the memories of it by traveling to Asia. She ends up in Burma 
(Myanmar) without a passport and is stuck there while the country is under 
martial law. Most of the movie is of the American and her new found Burmese 
friends trying to escape to Thailand. 
While the movie itself stunk, the underlying story of the political situation 
in Burma was fascinating. Burma is currently trying to become democracy but 
the government now in power keeps denying the new government party. 
University students and Buddhist monks actively protest in non-violent 
demonstrations, only to be shot at. The whole situation is very disturbing and 
deserves a closer look and definitely deserves a better movie. 
For more info on the predicament in Burma call, write or e-mail Canadian 
Friends of Burma, PO Box 45056, Dunbar Postal Outlet, 4326 Dunbar St., Van., 
BC, V6S 2GO. Telephone: 253-0435, email: cfob@web.apc.org. 
While eldest McMullen Jack won- scoops a base-
ders what to do with his wedding ring, ment suite 
youngest bro Patrick (Mark McGlone) that he'd 
-motto: "Repression is not such a bad 
thing" - faces a dilemma so common 
in movieland that I can only assume 
some popcorn-muncher has been there 
before: Patrick's Jewish girlfriend 
(Shari Albert) wants to get married, and 
her "Daddy" has an apartment and a job 
and everything just ready for him. 
Nothing like a wealthy would-be father-
in-law to make a routine dumping look 
downright principled, even virtuous. 
planned on 
renting. 
Burns 
brings such an 
effortless 
cynicism to 
his role, you 
just want to 
hang out with 
him and down 
a few 
brewskis to-
gether (and I 
don't even 
drink). Along 
. the way, you 
begin to won-
der why the 
rest of his 
Good-looking people frolic in Brothers McMullen. 
The one saving grace in this film 
is Burns himself. He claims to have 
taken the role of middle child Barry 
because it would mean one less person 
on the payroll - well, thank God for 
tiny budgets. Barry goes through lov-
ers almost as handily as he finishes his 
brother's six-packs, but (wouldntcha 
know it) he just might have met his 
match in Audry (Maxine Bahns), the 
movie couldn't have been as interesting. budget does not have to mean low tal-
As Burns himself demonstrates, low ent. 
fectly, she must affect a thick Chinese 
accent to get a bit part in a TV show. 
Jade manouvers through these 
cultural issues with the grace of a dancer. 
For her parents, she acts the part of a 
fine young Chinese woman. She dates 
the right boys. She says the words that 
her parents wish to hear. With her 
younger friends she goes to bars. 
She balances this double life 
successfully until the night she meets 
Mark (Collum Rennie). They wind up 
in bed together, and her carefully bal-
anced deception inexhorably begins to 
fall apart. She can no longer be 'all 
things to all people.' She tries to hide 
Mark from her family, just as she tries 
to hide her family from Mark. 
Double Happiness is very much 
a character movie, and to her credit, 
Shum has given each character identity. 
So much so that when Jade is forced by 
Desperado 
by Peter T. Chattaway 
Made for a mere $7000, Robert 
Rodriguez's 'El Mariachi' was a festi-
val-circuit hit that embodied the best 
traditions of low-budget filmmaking: 
surreal dream sequences, experimen-
tal camera angles, a tough-talking fe-
male role, a tacky soundtrack, and the 
sort of nihilistic sadism that kills eve-
ryone, friend or foe, within a mile of 
the hero (who does not go unscathed 
himself). Above all, it had an eye-
catching gimmick: a guitar case filled 
with weapons. The wandering minstrel 
became a troubador terminator. 
Hollywood shelled out $100,000 
to buy the film and upgrade it to the 
35mm format. Now, with the sequel 
'Desperado,' comes the *real* 
makeover. With the money at his dis-
posal, Rodriguez can afford to destroy 
an entire building or two, crash cars 
together for a cheap slapstick joke, and 
flood the screen with (literally) buck-
ets of fake blood. 
Most significantly, 'Desperado' 
eschews the Everyman look of 'El 
Mariachi"s cast in favour of stellar 
cameos; this big-name approach 
reaches its climax in the replacement 
of pudgy, fresh-faced Carlos Gallardo 
(the original Mariachi, he appears 
briefly in 'Desperado' as one of the 
Mariachi's sidekicks) with bankable, 
sensual stud Antonio Banderas. 
At least Rodriguez hasn't lost his 
sense of humour. To be sure, the fast-
motion photography and screeching-
tires sound effects that halted his 
steadicam in 'EI Mariachi' are nota-
bly absent from 'Desperado' (you can 
be funny in Hollywood, but not experi-
mentally so), but the action sequences 
are ridiculously, if enjoyably, over the 
top (Sam Raimi could learn from this 
guy), and the minor characters pepper 
laughs throughout the film. 
Let's begin with the most minor of 
all: Quentin Tarantino's "pick-up guy" .. 
Reportedly, Rodriguez wanted to 
give him a taste of his own gory medi-
cine; frankly, Video Boy gave himself 
a more significant role in 'Reservoir 
Dogs.' (Along the way, Tarantino gets 
a chance to walk his shtick and plagia-
rize yet another anecdote - let's hear 
it for that lateral dialogue! Now, what 
was the film *about•, again?) Cheech 
Marin has a hilarious turn as an irasci-
ble bartender, and Steve Buscemi gets 
the film otT to a beautiful start as the 
teller of tall tales who makes ready the 
path of the Mariachi; hopping up and 
down on his barstool as he spins his 
story, he comes across like a shrivelled 
Jon Lovitz (in perfect yeah-*that's*-
the-ticket Pathological Liar mode) on a 
caffeine high. 
Less funny - though he tries -
is 'Clear and Present Danger"s Joaquim 
de Almeida as Bucho, the sort of des-
potic druglord who will kill his own 
henchman as a facetious object lesson 
to the others. Apparently Bucho is 
somehow related to the nasties who 
plagued the Mariachi and killed his 
lover in the first film, and the Mariachi 
wants· revenge. 
Distinctly *non*-funny - apart 
from the work she performs on 
theMariachi's bullet wound- is Caro-
lina (Salma Hayek), the woman 
fromBucho 's past who strikes up an af-
fair with the peripatetic Mariachi.Forget 
the strength of will that made the ill-
her family into a date with a young Chi-
nese man, his nameless, faceless ano-
nymity is striking in its symbolism. 
For a first film, Double Happi-
ness is a mature, intelligent bit of film 
making. More than that, it rings true. 
No mean trick in a genre stained by the 
oceans of fake blood that Hollywood 
pours out 
fated love interest in 'El Mariachi' so 
interesting: this new girl looks and 
sounds far too delicate; her 
"fuckability" (to use Sherry Lansing's 
term) is her sole raison d'etre. You'll 
never see *her• forcing the Mariachi to 
compose a song about castration at 
knifepoint. 
Which brings us to Banderas. 
When all the wise-cracking sidekicks 
and gun-toting machismoids are cleared 
away, the film must ultimately rely on 
his performance alone, and it works, to 
a point. Banderas balances his role with 
some finely introspective moments 
when he isn't twisting his way through 
shamelessly choreographed shoot-outs, 
but at times he gets •too• serious. 
For this the blame must go to 
Rodriguez. 'El Mariachi' was a pure 
exercise in low-budget narrative, unfet-
tered by grand moral statements and 
half-assed stabs at "redeeming value". 
It didn't matter who the gunmen were, 
or why their cartel existed, so long as 
they were shot. 'Desperado' sacrifices 
this amoral purity by waxing eloquent 
on the villains' drug trade, and offering 
stale moral commentary on the side. In 
addition, its 
final left-field plot twist is a total 
clunker; it doesn't resonate with 
•any*thing we've seen in either of the 
two films. 
Not that continuity is a big con-
cern here. The Mariachi left the first 
film with a motorbike, a docile pit bull, 
and an affinity for turtles. None of these 
make it into 'Desperado', and I would 
not be surprised if this film was simi-
larly ignored by its successors. But 
when you're paying to see bloody car-
nage, who gives a fig for consistency? 
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Sometimes you gotta look at Nettwerk and smile. This is one of 
those times. 
Two years ago, Nettworker Toni Maruyama had a dream. A 
wish, really. Nettwerk took one look at the idea and let her go do it. Well, 
Toni's with Sony now, but her dream still came true. Tons of people put 
in tons of hours, and the resultant project is absolutely fabulous. 
Lit From Within, to be released September 19, is a compilation 
of the best Canadian female talent in contemporary music and spoken 
word. Any collection that boasts Veda Hille, Crash Vegas, and Lorna 
Crozier is an impressive disc. Add heavyweights like Sarah McLachlan, 
Evelyn Lau, and both halves of defunct Lava Hay (Michele Gould's 
new band Taste of Joy and the now-solo Suzanne Little), and you've 
got one powerful offering. 
The benefactors of this record are many; all proceeds go to 
Canadian Rape Crisis Centres. The interesting thing about this cause is, 
there's no central body to distribute funds to the various centres. Most 
crisis lines and/or groups are run out of basements or donated spaces, 
and operate on a week-to-week basis. This project will hopefully make 
it easier for the centres to stabilize. 
Maruyama was inspired by an incident ten. years ago, when she 
stopped to help a woman at the side of the road. "Normally I wouldn't 
have stopped, but for some reason I did. I rolled down the window, and 
I realized she was carrying her clothes, wearing only a jacket. She looked 
me straight in the eye, and said with an eerie, scary calm, 'I've just been 
raped.'" 
"I just drove for what seemed to be forever ... Eventually, we came 
across some police, and before I knew it they sped off, I assume to the 
site of the rape, with her in tow. In the confusion I never did get her 
name ... But I think of her often, and wonder ... " 
Statistics are mindboggling in their magnitude, all saying this 
mystery woman is all too common. In Canada, a woman is raped every 
17 minutes. It goes without saying, this situation needs attention. 
Lit, as a listen, is extremely powerful. Mainly acoustic work, it 
highlights the intensity and diversity of our Canadian female talents. A 
few artists specifically reworked songs, tailoring their contribution for 
mood and continuity. "What we did for that record, it was special," says 
Taste of Joy bassist Corrine Cuthbertson, whose acoustic version of 
Dear John is haunting, lingering. "We specifically took a song that we 
felt was appropriate, and did the whole thing to suit this compilation." 
Lit also marks the first recording by newly signed Nettwerkite 
Tara Maclean, discovered and signed by Maruyama during a Sunshine 
Coast ferry ride last year. Let Her Feel The Rain, quite the promising 
debut track, is the song Maclean was performing when Toni approached 
her. How many rookies could slide in-between McLachlan, Taste of Joy, 
and Mae Moore without multiple contusions and abrasions? Luckily, 
Maclean is one of the few ... 
Even the cover art, clumsily reproduced above, is phenomenal. 
A self-protrait by Vancouver photographer Beth Carruthers, it brings 
the brroding intensity straight off the disc and onto your optic nerve. 
If there's one disc you buy this semester, this year, or this 
millennium, go with this one. To quote Toni, "you haven't just bought a 
piece ~f m~~ic for your collection, you've actually contributed to 
somethmg ... 
And kids, this one's worth every feelgood penny. 
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Freshly harvested along 
with this year's bumper crop of 
cover tunes, Cover to Cover is a 
cool collection of well-known and 
obscure blues and blues-based rock 
tunes ranging from the 50s to the 
70s. 
While most people are 
moaning about artists they like doing throwaway cover albums 
(what's the next trend, boxed sets of"unplugged" cover tunes?) 
I like this release because of its cover content. I've always 
thought Healey was a rippin' guitarist but his tunes usually leave 
me cold. By applying a simple equation, Rippin' Guitarist + 
Rippin' Tunes= Rippin' Album(3, Healey comes out on top. 
Aside from the equation, the secret to this album is the 
care with which each song has been selected. The band listened 
to thousands of tunes and furthered this research "just by playing 
in the studio and trying on songs like old gloves," as bassist Joe 
Rockman puts it. Furthermore, according to Healey, each song 
"had to be instrumentally interesting, lyrically sensible and have 
a good memorable chorus. We went with our instincts." 
Good move. Choices range from classic standards (The 
Yardbirds' 'Shapes of Things,' Steeler Wheel's 'Stuck in the 
Middle') to obscure gems (Hendrix's' Angel,' Cream's 'Badge,' 
Lonnie Johnson's 'Me and My Crazy Self'). I was especially 
psyched on the instrumental version of Zeppelin's 'Communi-
cation Breakdown' because it features John Popper (Blues 
Traveler) covering the vocal melody and a solo on harmonica. 
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I'm not sure if my mother 
likes this compilation, I haven't 
asked her. Many nights running 
she has heard the somnolence-
inducing sounds ofBilly oozing 
viscously from beneath my door. She may have an opinion on 
it, but quite frankly I've Known Rivers's only use, for me, is as 
a sleep aid. Way better than NyQuil. 
If at an early age I had liked Kenny G or lusted after Muzak-
distortedjazz classics, I would love this CD ... but I hate Kenny 
G, and flee in horror from elevators. You'll find me tearing up 
the stairs. 
There are pretty lyrics embedded inside the jewel box, and 
that's too bad. The poetry elevates, but is evidenced on the last 
track only and adds little depth to an interpretive vision that 
seems only to encompass shallow rivers. Not the rivers I know, 
that flow deep and never reveal their dead, except for decaying 
sturgeon. Mysterious, dangerous, and swift to flood, Billy's 
River is not. 
What do you do? 
Where do you go? 
Let me give you a hy-
pothetical situation. Let's say 
you're a prairie boy, and you've got 
a couple of prairie boy friends. 
Y'all dream of makin' it big 
someday, and practice your pickin' and singin' and drummin' 
real hard. Then, you luck out and land a few gigs -there ain't 
too many bands in town, you know- and BOOM!!! You've 
got an internationally successful release called Lik My Trakter. 
You travel, you see a bit of the world, and now the nice 
gents in suits that gave you all the money for pickin' and singin' 
and drum in' want you to put out another album ... (See opening 
questions). 
Well, ifyou're Jason Plumb & Co., better known to the 
world as Waltons, you release Cocks Crow. You follow some 
formula stuff that worked for you last time: Last album had a 
kid's drawing of a farm vehicle on the cover, this time you use 
a Lite Brite to parody an old Eagles album. There's still an 
uppity pop feel, even when the lyrics are nasty; the effect is 
interesting, and for pop, it's strangely bearable. 
As the Lite Brite is to crayons, so is Craw's music to 
Trakter s. Gone is most of the stark, three-guys-playin' sound. 
This time around, you're using four-part harmony and 
overdubbing; at one point you even use a cello and a violin or 
a "high-strung Nashville 6-string guitar." 
Basically, what you do is put out a typical sophomore 
album. You at first alienate a few fans, who eventually learn to 
grow and love your changing sound, and then you put out a 
If 
third album that justifies the middle ground in tli 
second(whew ... ) . 
So, that's where you stand, Mr. Plumb. You've g 
me sort ofliking Crow, but not really. You do, however, ha 
me salivating over issue No. 3, whatever and whenever th 
may be. 
Good luck. 
~~~~ lllr¥1 
Hip, hypnotic, mello 
yet provocative, simple ye 
open to close analysis; Pr 
tection is everything Mu 
could be if this were ape 
feet world. 
Moodier and more atmospheric than Massive Attack 
(MA) 1991 debut album, Blue Lines, Protection is my refug 
when I'm winding down and need a break from all the furio 
funk, aggressive metal and hardcore rap that I subject myse 
to. 
I don't think I can stress strongly enough just how hip th 
stuff is. MA isn't really a band, they're more of a studio projec 
Sort of a Steely Dan for the 90s. And just as with Steely Da 
one gets the sense that careful attention is paid in production t 
every detail, from the lush string washes to the choice of dru 
sounds to the smooth but insistent bass ostinatos-it's all ther 
This is some slick shit, without a doubt. 
Beautifully crafted songs are the focus of this deft pr 
duction. There is a wonderful use of space throughout the a 
bum and sparse arrangements on instrumentals 'Heat Mise 
and 'Weather Storm' serve to intensify the simply stated pian 
melodies. MA know that it's not always what you say (or pia 
so much as what you don't. 
They also demonstrate a remarkable ability to seamless( 
fuse diverse musical styles, mixing it up with dub, rap, regga 
laid-back Floydian ambience and ultra-slick British pop. Oth 
than a momentary lapse of reason on the live dancehall versio 
of 'Light My Fire' which, at best, could be described as aby 
mal, MA once again stay within the boundaries of absolute coo 
This is the kind of album that bridges the gap betwe 
music you pay close attention to and music you pay no atte 
tion to, so strap on the headphones and light up or tum do 
the sound and layer your evening over top. Taken either wa 
Protection is one comfortable reality cushion. 
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Prepare for a di 
ferent Spirit of th 
West. Completing th 
evolution so evident i 
recent years, tw 
headed shows a matur 
SOTW, musically confident, and, as always, lyrically cha 
lenging. 
Unfortunately, one of Spirits main selling points 
their primary feature, was a certain unfinished quality aboJ 
th~ir stuff. No matter how well produced, the drinkin ·son~ 
will always sound like it's a bunch a guys that put dol 
their beers for a second to write and record. 
Scour the House and the "dance version" of Polit1 
cal, considered by many to be their kickass magnum op1 
had superb studio work. Even so, they still had that unr~ 
hearsed hate-on feel about it. Even faith/ift, home to sucl 
songs as and if venice is sinking, manages to evoke an eve 
ryday joe atmosphere. 
What results is a pop-esque Spirit, less unique an1 
less original than what we've come to know and love. tw1 
headed is the first time I've thought these guys sounded over 
rehearsed and over-produced. 
The lyrics are still fabulous, for example examinin1 
the life of an underwear inspector in Mildred or attackin1 
the politically correct gestapo in Tell Me What I Think. Joh1 
Mann still has the trademark trill, and Geoffrey Kelly stil 
plays a mean flute. But, in a very un-SOTW way, the play 
ful spontenaity is gone. 
What needs done here is an "Unplugged" type ex 
periment (by the way, there is a song with that title. on headed 
but it's far from ampless). Instead, they took to the Orpheun 
stage with the Symphony. sigh ... 
Okay, I know I shouldn't live in the past, and every 
one grows and changes. The fact is, while they're still bette 
than most bands out there, two headed knocks our favourit' 
drunken carousers down a notch or two. 
The rumour 
mill has always ground 
out copious amounts of in-
fonnation regarding Bob 
Mould, frontman and 
creative genius behind the 
angry, aggressive of Sugar. And no wonder, for Mould is enig-
matic, and frequently given to changing his mind. 
The latest rumour to tickle my ears was that Mould had 
put Sugar on ice, so to speak, and considering this latest release 
from Rykodisc, one wonders if the rumours might not just be 
...,.. true this time. 
Besides is a collection of B-sides (Do ya get it? Huh? 
Besides, B-sides? Har Har!) that quote unquote "you probably 
never knew existed." 
Well, that's true. And it's a shame, too. Though some 
of these gems are rough-hewn at best, (like the laughably bad 
'Annenia City in the Sky') there are enough interesting tidbits 
to make this album a nice companion piece to the rest of the 
Sugar collection. However, it is not an album that can stand on 
its own. 
Funniy enough, it doesn't. Packaged along with Be-
sides (beside Besides?) is a live CD, entitled The Joke is Al-
ways On Us, Sometimes. There is no mention of the CD or 
what songs might be on it past the "Free limited full length live 
Sugar CD" sticker on the outside of the jewel case. For the un-
initiated, wandering into unknown territory such as this may be 
a frightening prospect. 
Both albums clock in at just under 70 minutes, giving 
you close to 140 minutes of music and assorted other noises to 
amuse yourself with- a rather good buy for your spending buck, 
if you're looking for quantity, not quality. 
Not to imply that these discs are low-quality. The live 
disc especially captures the raw aggression and power that marks 
a Sugar show. Listening to the CD is tiring, as the waves of raw 
music wash over you. Unfortunately, most of the songs have 
the same driving intensity that starts to wear on the nerves. 
Perhaps the name is telling. Too much sugar is bad for 
you, so it goes. Too much Sugar is wearying, and probably rots 
the brain. But in moderation, these two discs add a welcome 
flavour to the listening menu. 
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Author's Pre-listen 
thoughts: Any band that 
writes a song called One 
Hour Action I Drama and 
describes it as "essentially a 
narrative by [Six Million 
Dollar Man] Lee Majors 
while coming down from a 
four day crystal meth binge" 
is worth a shot ... 
Huh. The first time I 
actually listened to I 0 Speed, 
I was eating a mid-day bowl 
of Cap'n Crunch. It was 
ironic, really, 'cos the expe-
riences were eerily similar. 
Crunch ain't my fave 
cereal, but every once in a while I get this gutwrenching 
urge to sprint to the local Quick-E-Mart, gather eighteen 
crates of the stuff under my arms, and rush home to a fren-
zied bovine trough boogie. 
Like most cereals out there, Crunch is absolutely rag-
ing with sugar. yet, somehow, it manages to eke out a cer-
tain feel, an indescribable texture of sorts, that separates it 
from the rest of the pack. Crunchy, even in milk, it helps 
clean your teeth (and who knows, maintain a thick, healthy 
coat?), but if you let it sit too long, it eventually does mush 
out like the competitors. 
Best of all, the Cap'n does have a different shape, 
and a different presence, than his peers. However, after pro-
longed Crunch-outs, you could find yourself a little queasy, 
and asking for a shot of Pepto ... 
Basically, I'd recommend a bowl of Crunch to any-
one, but caution them about possible palate disagreements. 
And it's definitely not a three-meal-a-day kinda thing ... 
The biggest difference, I guess, is that the album 
came with a neato media promo package, complete with a 
cheesy set of hockey cards and an inner tube patch kit. The 
cereal, despite being the everyday Joe version, came with a 
comic book and a lame pair of 3D glasses. It's a matter of 
preference, of course, but I'll give the decision to the album 
on this one ... 
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Mystery Machine 
is a hot young group 
sort-of out of Vancou-
ver (three of the mem-
bers are, anyway), who 
have been making 
waves as a band in the 
local pools since 1990. 
Signed to 
Nettwerk Records in 
early '92, the Machine 
has ground out two 
records so far. Their 
debut album, Glazed, 
was released two years ago, and the followup 10 Speed is 
hot off the presses. 
Mystery Machine is comprised of singer/guitarist 
Luke Rogalsky, bass guitarist Shane Ward, guitarist/ 
guitarist Bean, and drummer Jordan Pratt (who for some 
reason, still lives in Chilliwack ... ??). 
Here's the deal. You can enter to win a whole slew of 
fabulous prizes, provided by those generous folks over at 
Nettwerk Records, and all you gotta do is answer this 
skill testing question (also provided by those cruel and 
unusual folks over at Nettwerk). 
Who was the wife of Chris Holmes, guitar player 
for W.A.S.P. (she was a heavy metal guitarist, too)? 
Grand Prize: A complete Mystery Machine CD li-
brary! The Winner will also recieve at-shirt, a tire repair 
kit, and two tickets to the Mystery Machine show, Sep-
tember 23, 1995. 
Runners up may or may not recieve such fabuous 
assorted prizes as posters, COs, cassettes, and the world 
famous Mystery Machine sticker. 
Entries are due no later than Friday September 15. 
Drop 'em off at room 1020, or send them to the Other 
Press, 1020-700 Royal Avenue, New West, BC, V3L 5B2 
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Ballroom has Tea Party for 1200 
Eastern Canadian trio no tea totalers 
by Paul Andrew in the room, The Tea Party, as a show. You may have witnessed this the entire trio of performers that On the other hand, the 
band, shattered any pre-conceived type of 'concept' concert before, make up this Eastern Canadian opening band on Friday night is 
Having the opportunity to observe notions one might have regarding but it's much more effective in a group each contributed equally in definitely a group you will see at 
many new acts this summer gave me the comparisons to any other band. hall like the Commodore Ballroom. building momentum throughout the the Commodore again. But the next 
right perspective for this show at Forget about the Doors. This band's The 'concept' of this shoe was concert on Friday night, leaving the time, they will be headlining. 
Vancouver's premier nightclub . What originality is hard to ignore. really quite simple: begin the night audience exhausted and completely Econoline Crush has been 
better place to see a band like the Tea Party, From the moment Martin with a moody, smokey sounding satisfied. Throwing in mix of older, promoting themselves locally for a 
up close and personal? After hearing so walked on-stage and slowly took number and slowly build up to a and newer music from the latest few years now, and it was nice to 
much about singer/guitarist Jeff Martin, his place behind the microphone, a climatic ending. If a band is good album, Edges of Twilight, they see this Vancouver band play so 
one might expect to see a version of the sense of absolute control came over at the execution of a show like this, seem ready to go on the coliseum well, and with so much confidence 
Doors reincarnated with a 90's twist thrown the audience as he impressed the it incredible to see. Happily, the Tea concert circuit. Too bad if you and energy, in front of a relatively 
in to fct the band not seem so dated. That crowd with a deliberate attempt at Party pulled it off flawlessly. I was missed them this time around. It large audience. The Crush has a 
was not the case at all. Aside from the one 
aspect almost every band likes to achieve, 
which is to grab the attention of everyone 
creating trance induced mood for 
the opening number, and therefore 
setting a theme for the rest of the 
... where you'll alw ays find us serving up a delicious selection of coffees, 
muffins, sandwiches, salads, hot entrees, and desst>rts just down the street! 
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Try our chicken and ribs! 
HOURS: Monday to Friday 6:30am- !O:OOpm 
Saturday and Sunday I O:OOam- lO:OOpm 
Br.ing in this tXJLJPon anx t.ime for a 
FREE BEVERAGE* 
with ~ purchase. 
Coupan dood .tor up to six people.. 
Eat-In Or Take-Out ... 
A Great Place To Eat! 
GardeiUa 's DeUcatesse.n 
57 Blackie Street. New Westminster 
(below the Old Spaghetti Factory, next to the Skytrain station) 
522-4883 
.•• or come vi1it ua rflht next door at the 
Time Out Pub • GrDl nel&hbourhood aporta bar. 
BriJlc.,!.~~ ad ~ !_~ceive_ ~ fre! Caell!!. lalad with any_p_!U'~~".:... . 
You Could Win 
ONE of TWO Pairs 
iM~rfiii. 
Which Douglas College 
God is Alive . 
. ,,,. · ... /.:iving ln Hllleroett:t 
,.£* . i'. 
E{fll')g.your answer to ........... (ffl9Qm 1 020) along }'lith your natl)e ar;ta 
t~lf1phone number anclgive it to an oooypant 
tQrO.pitJnour mall slot. vouml.wigonp of 
two l:lairs of guest passest Q frlllll 
impressed. may have been the only chance you unique brand of in your face type 
Martin is clearly the star of had to see this band 'up close and hard rock reminiscent of a band like 
this band, that's for sure. However, personal:' the Cult, just not so refined. And if 
0 
RtggQ( Direct from Jomoka 
Burning Spear 
they keep churning out tunes like 
'Your so wicked,' it will only be a 
matter of time before the Crush 
becomes popular nation-wide . 
' with THE BURNIJVG SPEAR BAND 
with special guests TROPICAL BREEZE 
SATURDAY • SEPTEMBER 16- Doors 8:00pm 
II 
$28.00 o.b.o 
Soc 125:Readings in 
o.b.o 
Soc 135:Readings in 
cal Theory-$30.00 o.b.o 
Social Science 140:Essentials of 
... * &tier Press 
:~:: 
One bedroom basement suite with 
dose to skytrain and surrey pla~e 
pets and nonsmoker $500.00 plus 
available October t · 
phone 582-7130, 
f~r s~le: 
.,# 
Tons mic boo~s ... Need t . 
Behaviour 4th edition-$25.00 o.b.o 
SOC '145:Sociallssues aod Cqptradictions in .~ " '* 
them in a hurry. Got ev~rything o 
Punisher and Batman to x;.Men a 
~titans. call1-604-975-6780. Canadian Soceity-$30.00 o.b.o Ant 135/126: Talking about people-$20.00 o.b.o 
emrse for fRt:E!!! 
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Posies interview <continuedtrompage7> 
to SubPop and they've been updating a lot. I really want to 
get...um, SimCity. 
OP: The engineering game where you build your 
own city ... Well, if you could build your own city what 
would you do? What would you outlaw? 
KS: Hmm, no Christians! No. Everybody would have 
to sleep all the time, there would be a lot of sleeping going 
on. There [would be] beds everywhere, so if you went to a 
club you could take a nap. I get so beat at clubs. There's 
just bunks everywhere and there'd be a lot oflove and weird 
stuff happen in' . 
OP: Hmm, sounds pretty pagan. 
KS: Yeah, really pagan. Definitely a lot of Maypole 
dancing going on. I'd plan it sort of like Mexico City was 
before the Spanish came. 
OP: Sure, the city in the middle of the lake, with 
the two pyramids. 
KS: Yeah, I have it all super-planned out.. . I actually 
had this really good mushroom trip one time (Mike and I 
laugh) and I just saw this amazing, ... ahh ... I guess it was 
an Aztec city and ... I could literally see the whole thing and 
it was amazing. My ideal is to get back there somehow (we 
laugh again) but. .. I don't think that the drugs would take 
me the same place [again], so I have to find another way. 
OP: Yep, those are one-shots, You could get a flash-
back if you're lucky. 
KS: I have an excellent fantasy life, I spend a lot of 
my time just... 
OP: The great thing about it is that your brain 
doesn't know the difference between something you've 
vividly imagined and something that's actually hap-
pened to you in the past. So the difference between a 
memory and a hallucination is virtually nil. So you can 
Uve pretty much any way you want. 
KS: Yeah, there's that mechanism in your brain that 
makes you forget dreams so you don't, confuse them with 
memories. There's been times in my life where that failed 
and so you have that heart-stopping feeling like 'Oh my 
god, did I really start jacking-off while I was driving with 
my mom. (Mike and !laugh) No, I couldn't have done that! 
No, no, I couldn't.. no. No, we don't have an orange bubble 
car with eighteen wheels on the roof...' 
OP: But, it makes you think. 
KS: Hmmmmm (sips his coffee) Hey, maybe we should 
go see TrebleCharger. .. Oh, and maybe we should do some 
IDs too: 'Hey this is Ken from the Posies and you're read-
ing [The Other Press.]' 
the three of us get up from the table and go to pay for 
our coffees. 
OP: Well, seeing as you've been so kind, I'll grab it. 
KS: You're buyin'? 
OP: Yep, I'm buying. 
KS: What a stud! You know what? On your fiftieth 
birthday there'll be a fifty pound canister of frozen bull se-
men, from the bull farm I'll be owning at that time. 
OP: Wow, fifty pounds! You don't collectthat all in 
one sitting do you? 
We open the door to the restaurant and I can ~ hear 
Ken s response. I hope it was no. The three of us walk back 
to _the venue, where Ken and the rest of the Posies put on a 
kickass show, in one writers OPinion. 
Watch for the Posies new Album, 
comming to a CD player near you. 
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